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GLOSSARY
Big Data – De Mauro, Greco, and Grimaldi (2015) proposed this defnition: “Big Data
represents the Information assets characterized by such a High Volume, Velocity,
and Variety to require specifc Technology and Analytical Methods for is
transformation into Value.”
Data Science – an innovative approach that consists of different new technologies and
processes to extract worthy insights from low-value data that do not ft, for any
reason, the conventional database system (i.e. big data) (Corea, 2016; De Mauro
et al., 2015; Dumbill, 2012).
Data Science Initiative – a program implemented at a higher education institution that
implements one or more strategic goals: implementation of an academic program
concerning itself with data analytics or data science, establish a presence in data
analytics-based research and partnering with corporate sponsors, or establishing a
support structure for faculty and staff engaged in data science-related research or
academic pursuits.
Higher Education Institution – A college or university that provides post-secondary
degrees
Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSAs) – Cheney, Hale, and Kasper (1990) state that
KSAs are “content or technical information required in a job acquired through
education, the psychomotor processes necessary to meet specifc job requirements,
and the cognitive factors representing present capabilities or achievements.”
Latent Dirchlet Allocation (LDA) – Nikolenko, Koltcov, and Koltsova (2017) defne LDA
as “an unsupervised model that learns the set of underlying topics (in terms of
word distributions) for a set of documents and each document’s affnities to these
topics.”
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ABSTRACT

Author: Seliger, Corey S.. M.S.
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Exploring the Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities of Data Science Professionals
Major Professor: John A. Springer
The feld of data science is growing at break-neck speeds. More industries are looking
towards data science professionals to fnd, compile, explore, and model data from
numerous areas of interest. Currently, there are over 130,000 data science positions open.
Professional training and institutions of higher education are unable to train enough
individuals to place into these positions. Initial research in this space has started reviewing
some of the data in this space, including determining the knowledge, skills, and abilities
(KSAs) employers seek in data science candidates and what institutions are providing in
the means of preparation in this space. With the general problem of too many data science
positions and not enough professionals to fll them, this research intends to take a
grounded theory approach to evaluating the data sources, looking for emergent theories
that may provide additional understanding for how to solve that overarching problem.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
As defned by NIST Big Data Public Working Group Defnitions and Taxonomies
Subgroup (2015); Radovilsky et al. (2018), “Data science is the extraction of actionable
knowledge directly from data through a process of discovery, or hypothesis formulation
and hypothesis testing.” Davenport and Patil (2012) posited that, “data science the sexiest
job of the 21st century.” The terms data science, big data, data analytics, data mining, and
others have become mainstream in our daily lives. Whether we are consumers of the
output, providing the input (knowingly or otherwise), or actively taking a role in
architecting the data around us, humanity is forever changed by the impact of this
relatively new feld. Beyond impacting our lives, data science has become a booming
industry, one that transcends multiple disciplines to solve major current-day problems.
McKinsey Global Institute predicted that by 2018, industry would suffer a talent
gap of between 140,000 and 190,000 data science professionals (Cegielski &
Jones-Farmer, 2016; Manyika et al., 2011; Tang & Sae-Lim, 2016; Wang, 2015). A
recent query of career search website Indeed.com (2018) for the term “data science”
revealed nearly 132,000 postings related to the feld. Davenport and Patil (2012, p. 72)
warn that, “the shortage of data scientists is becoming a serious constraint in some
sectors.” According to Columbus (2018), individuals seeking careers in this space can
expect median base salaries of approximately $110,000.
There is obvious disparity between available positions and adequately trained
professionals. Tang and Sae-Lim (2016, p.272) stated that “as recently as 2011, there were
next to no formal training programs.” Beyond being classically trained as a traditional
statistician or computer scientist, programs and training for data science professionals are
limited. Some companies have made professional training services available to bridge
gaps in knowledge domains and key skills. However, this does not fulfll the
overwhelming demand. Since approximately 2012, Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
have been working to implement data science programs as trends like big data and data
science have come to the forefront.
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Specifcally, HEIs have embarked on a relatively new journey into Data Science
Initiatives (DSIs). These initiatives aim to push statistical data analysis to the next level by
evolving how students prepare to become data science professionals and researchers,
partnering with industry on life-changing research, and further integrating the realization
of “big data” into everyday life. Only existing offcially since 2012, providing a clear
defnition of DSIs is diffcult. Many programs bring together two important subject
matters, Statistics and Computer Science, to conquer large scale problems in domains
including manufacturing, agriculture, and health and life sciences (Buroff-Murr, 2018).
Other programs establish a multi-disciplinary approach and others still provide unique
research agendas, including funded research, student-led capstones, and industry
collaboration initiatives.
Because of their relative newness, no standards have been established to measure
the effcacy of DSIs. The established DSIs bear marked similarities and defnite
uniqueness. This confounds the defnition of what comprises DSIs. Identifying successful
or failing components of a DSI cannot easily be determined. Furthermore, HEIs
rigorously compare themselves against one another. A lack of common dialect and
standard metrics prevents accurate benchmarking from occurring.
This research explored two recently derived data sets in an attempt to understand
what, if any, noteworthy relationships exist for understanding DSIs and the product they
produce. The Grounded Theory Methodology (GTM), an exploratory process, was used to
evaluate these data sets to watch for any emerging theories. The process produced metrics
used to derive some basic meaning within the combined data sets that shall prove useful
for further investigation and potential use in measuring success within DSI programs.

1.1 Scope
Radovilsky et al. (2018) developed a model to systematize the expected knowledge
domains for the business data analytics (BDA) and data science (DS) felds. The model
referred to a similar study by Cegielski and Jones-Farmer (2016) that implemented a
multi-method research agenda to identify groupings of knowledge, skill, and abilities
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(KSAs) relevant to the BDA feld. Both studies, working together, produce a taxonomy of
relevant knowledge domains and skill sets for both BDA and DS felds. These studies also
provide insight into current demand within industry as it pertains to data science careers
and expectation from employers.
Furthermore, Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) produced an exploratory study of thirty
existing data science programs deployed at various HEIs. The Tang and Sae-Lim (2016,
p.269) study focuses upon “linguistic patterns of program descriptions, curriculum
requirements, and DS course focus as pertaining to key skills and domain knowledge.” In
essence, the study provides an academic view of common knowledge domains and skill
sets taught at the investigated institutions.
The intent of this research combined the model built by the Radovilsky et al.
(2018) study with the work of Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) to compare and contrast the
knowledge domains and key skills. These data sets introduce new knowledge that could
potentially be used in numerous ways to understand current job market demand and
performance of HEIs with implemented DSIs. Combining these data sets produced
additional insights that could prove benefcial to the overall advancement of data science
programs within higher education and/or improve the current job market in the data
science profession.

1.2 Signifcance
Because of the strong demand for highly skilled data science professionals, Data
Science curricula must align with producing data science professionals as driven by
industry demand. Cleveland (2014) suggests that, “universities have been chosen as the
setting for implementation because they have been our traditional institutions for
innovation, and they can rapidly redirect areas of work by changing what is taught to
graduates of data science.” In order to rapidly redirect their efforts, the HEIs must have
capabilities to measure, compare, and understand what it is delivering to their students.
The ability to compare professionally in-demand characteristics against the
curricula provided by various institutions is benefcial in multiple ways:
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• Institutions could understand their strengths and weaknesses compared to current
trends in the practical application of Data Science.
• Institutions could begin benchmarking themselves against their peers and
aspirational counterparts.
• Prospective students may be able to compare and contrast the offerings from various
institutions allowing them to select the optimal program that meets their desired
goals.
• Industry can partner with DSIs complementing their defned objectives.
• Empirical data could provide more accurate insight and visibility into industrial
need than existing Industrial Review Boards (IRBs).

1.3 Research Question
Given the current inability to fll available data science positions, it could be
argued that HEIs not only need to implement DSIs more aggressively, but also construct,
measure, and re-align their programs as driven by industry requirements. The purpose of
building a model to compare and contrast industry needs with current curriculum merits
additional investigation.
Therefore, the research question at hand is: What theory or theories are embedded
in the Radovilsky et al. (2018) and Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) data sets and how might
those theories impact the data science job market and higher education?
The study reviews the data sets, attempts to combine them in a meaningful way,
and describes any results that may produce further theories that would need further
exploration.
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1.4 Assumptions

• Knowledge domains and skill sets between the Radovilsky et al. (2018) and Tang
and Sae-Lim (2016) studies will map with relative ease with one another.
• Employers and job postings provide adequate knowledge domain and skill detail to
be parsed and measured in meaningful ways.
• HEIs with existing DSIs provide course catalog information containing adequate
knowledge domain and skill detail taught within in their curricula.
• The processes for building the Radovilsky et al. (2018) and Tang and Sae-Lim
(2016) models are reproducible and are valid inputs into this new empirical model.
• It is not feasible to use interviewing as a method of data collection due to the
possibility of inherent bias, even from individuals from the same institution.

1.5 Limitations

• This study only includes institutions who classify their programs as “Data Science
Initiatives.” Specifcally, this means programs created in 2012 or thereafter
containing both academic and research components, combining or collaborating
with multiple academic areas, and/or touting other unique offerings outside of
traditional academics and research. While this research should also apply to
traditional programs, the intent is to begin understanding if these specialized
programs provide students with curricula that gives them the highest probability of
being successful within the Data Science feld directly upon graduation.
• Quality and quantity of curriculum information varies amongst HEIs. Depending on
the depth of the courses catalog descriptions, it may not be possible to fully discern
specifc technologies or methodologies taught at a given institution. This may
impact confound the intended results.
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• The initial data gathering of HEI course catalog data will only include
degree-granting programs. Certifcate or training programs will be considered out of
scope.

1.6 Delimitations

• Because data science is a broad feld, this study does not focus on any particular
career role, but rather any roles matching the desired attributes defned by
employers seeking professionals in this space.
• HEIs that have recently announced a DSI will be excluded from the study.
• To ensure that there is some level of maturity, candidates HEIs for this study will
have successfully run a DSI for at least two academic school years.

1.7 Summary
Attempting to understand potential gaps between higher education and data
science is a crucial frst step towards identifying and exploring possible solutions to the
defned gap in hiring qualifed data scientists in industry. The Radovilsky and Tang studies
provide an initial insight and provided the motivation for a deeper analysis between the
two studies. The work presented in this chapter sets presents a high level framework of the
study, by managing assumptions and constructing appropriate borders around overall
scope. It also describes how the study will work towards detecting potentially usable
signals that could then be adapted into theories in this space.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
The literature review intends to set the foundation for understanding the
overarching issue and why it is necessary to be studied. It is important to defne, through
existing works, the principles within the topic space. Also, supporting concepts work to
highlight other areas requiring attention that will be covered in the primary investigation.
Beyond defnition, it is also necessary to establish, via prior literature, the current status of
the problem area.

2.1 Divisions of Labor
This section explains the difference between traditional business data analytics
(BDA) and data science (DS). At times, these felds are closely related, but the knowledge,
skills, and abilities (KSAs) between them are different and they also aspire towards
different goals.

2.1.1 Business Data Analytics
Using computers and information technology to manipulate data is not new.
Gorman and Klimberg (2014) suggest that, “most of our business analytics (BA) roots go
back to the early 20th century, and to industrial engineering and Fredrick Taylor’s
time-management exercises in the late 19th century.” Business Intelligence (BI) became
popular term in the business and IT communities only in the 1990s (Chen, Chiang, &
Storey, 2012). Davenport (2007) argues that we consider analytics today, “are a subset of
what has come to be called business intelligence: a set of technologies and processes that
use data to understand and analyze business performance.” At a higher level, BI&A
[Business Intelligence & Analytics] can be regarded as the practice of methodical
exploration of an organizations’ data with emphasis on statistical analysis that helps
companies make data-driven decisions (Acito & Khatri, 2014; Hopkins, 2010; Wang,
2015).
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Across the literature, authors tend to use the terms business intelligence, reporting,
business intelligence and analytics, and business data analytics somewhat interchangeably.
However, it should be noted that these terms, while seemingly interrelated with data
science, are not and will be explained in greater detail later. The keyword that begins to
bridge between the two schools of thought is “analytics.” Chen et al. (2012); Davenport
(2007) introduced the notion that, “in the late 2000s, business analytics was introduced to
represent the key analytical component in BI.”
All of the various terms in the business data analytics space follow closely to the
traditional defnition of business intelligence and reporting. “It’s about understanding the
business challenge, creating some valuable actionable insights to the data, and
communicating their fndings to the business,” says Jean-Paul Isson, the global vice
president of predictive analytics and business intelligence at Monster Worldwide, Inc.
(Harris, Shetterley, Alter, & Schnell, 2014)

2.1.2 Big Data and Data Science
From basic number crunching on large computers with little computing power to
business data analytics driving key business decisions of nearly every industry, data
science is the next revolution of taking data and deriving previously unattainable
knowledge. What started with computer scientists, then business experts, has now brought
the deep expertise of statisticians and programming wizards into the mix. Davenport and
Patil (2012) casually describe the role of a data scientist as a “high-ranking professional
with the training and curiosity to make discoveries in the world of big data.”
Much like business data analytics, there are many defnitions and names that fall
under the purview of data science. Literature in the space has used names including big
data, big data and data analytics, business analytics, and many others. Chen et al. (2012)
suggests that [big] data analytics refers to the BI&A [business intelligence & analytics]
technologies that are grounded mostly in the data mining and statistical analysis. Corea
(2016); De Mauro et al. (2015); Dumbill (2012) argue that, “data science is an innovative
approach that consists of different new technologies and processes to extract worthy
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insights from low-value data that do not ft, for any reason, the conventional database
system (i.e. big data).” At a granular level, Duniway (2012) discusses three different types
of big data analytics. Descriptive analytics explores what has occurred, predictive
analytics focuses on what will occur in the future, and prescriptive analytics investigates
what should occur (Duniway, 2012).
Not all constituents in the space believe the term data science is correct. Many
believe that data science merely combines statistics with a great deal more computing
power and data. Karl Broman from the University of Wisconsin presented this counter
argument to the term data science:
When physicists do mathematics, they don’t say they’re doing number
science. They’re doing math. If you’re analyzing data, you’re doing statistics.
You can call it data science or informatics or whatever, but it’s still statistics.
...You may not like what some statisticians do. You may feel they don’t share
your values. They may embarrass you. But that shouldn’t lead us to abandon
the term “statistics” (Donoho, 2017).
Despite naysayers and those wishing to remain statisticians rather than data
scientists, a real need still exists. As examples of scale, Desjardins (2017) cites an annual
report by Lewis and Callahan from Cumulus Media stating that within a given Internet
minute, there are 900,000 Facebook logins, 70,017 hours of Netfix content viewed,
400,000 hours of Spotify music played, 1.8 million Snapchat snaps, 452,000 Tweets,
990,000 Tinder swipes, and 156 million emails sent. Baumer (2015) suggests, “there is
widespread acknowledgment–coming naturally from scientists, but also from CEOs and
government offcials–that these data [proliferation of data being generated by scientists,
large Internet companies, and electronic devices of all shapes and sizes] could be used for
informing decisions.” No matter if you are in industry, a government agency, a hospital, or
a school–there are things we can learn from data (Dumbill, Liddy, Stanton, Mueller, &
Farnham, 2013).
Davenport and Patil (2012) provide the following as a litmus test: “if your
organization stores multiple petabytes of data, if the information most critical to your
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business resides in forms other than rows and columns of numbers, or if answering your
biggest question would involve a ‘mashup’ of several analytical efforts, you’ve got a big
data opportunity.” Finally, De Mauro et al. (2015) suggest that, “Big Data represents the
Information assets characterized by such a High Volume, Velocity, and Variety to require
specifc Technology and Analytical Methods for is transformation into Value.”
In summary, Radovilsky et al. (2018) succinctly argue that DS emphasizes
computer systems, algorithms, and computer programming skills, whereas BDA has a
substantial focus on statistical and quantitative analysis of data, and decision-making
support.

2.2 Data Science Professionals
From a purely academic standpoint, NIST Big Data Public Working Group
Defnitions and Taxonomies Subgroup (2015) state that, “a data scientist is a practitioner
who has suffcient knowledge in the overlapping regimes of business needs, domain
knowledge, analytical skills, and software and systems engineering to manage the
end-to-end data processes in the data life cycle.” Chen et al. (2012) provide additional
context stating that “data science professionals need to know not only how to turn raw
data and information (through analytics) into meaningful and actionable knowledge for an
organization, but also how to properly interact with and communicate this knowledge to
the business and domain experts of the organization.” A more humanistic explanation
from Davenport and Patil (2012, p. 73) is that, “the dominant trait among data scientists is
an intense curiosity–a desire to go beneath the surface of a problem, fnd the questions at
its heart, and distill them into a very clear set of hypotheses that can be tested.”
Training technically capable data scientists and fnding individuals who adequately
understand domain knowledge presents an ongoing challenge within the feld. First,
Davenport and Patil (2012) challenge the role of traditional quantitative analysts stating
that, “they can be great at analyzing data but not at subduing a mass of unstructured data
and getting it into a form in which it can be analyzed.” Second, Syracuse University
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professor Jeffery Stanton, as interviewed by Dumbill et al. (2013), provides the following
discussion regarding the importance and diffculty of domain knowledge:
I can teach someone how to do a t-test in 10 minutes, and I can teach them
how to write a Python program in a half an hour, but what I cannot teach them
very easily is the domain knowledge. In other words, in a given area, if you
are from healthcare, what you need to know in order to be effective at analysis
is very different than if you are in retail. That underlying domain knowledge,
to be able to have a student come up to speed on that is very hard.
Getting the best qualifed experts in the correct industry vertical is key. Cegielski
and Jones-Farmer (2016); Gorman (2016) challenge that, “business analytics
sophistication grows with the degree of intelligence employed and directly affects a
company’s competitive advantage.” Furthermore, Davenport and Patil (2012) identifes
that, “the challenge for managers is to learn how to identify [data science] talent, attract it
to an enterprise, and make it productive.”
Alternatively, employers seek out alternative methods to fnd or train qualifed data
science professionals. Given as practical advice to business executives in the Wall Street
Journal, Harris et al. (2014) suggests creating, “a team of people who individually lack the
full skill set of a data scientist, but as a group possesses them all.”

2.3 Higher Education Institutions and Data Science

2.3.1 Benchmarking within Higher Education
Understanding that higher education institutions benchmark one another opens up
several sets of data that may prove useful in this research. Mishra (2007) (as cited in
Tasopoulou & Tsiotras, 2017) reveals that, “it is common knowledge that higher
education institutions strive to improve academic excellence, through country and
institution specifc processes.” Alstete (1995) (as cited in Levy & Ronco, 2012) stated
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that, “benchmarking was optimistically greeted by higher education in the early 1990s as a
positive endeavor that would help overcome resistance to change, provide a structure for
external evaluation, and crate new networks of communication between institutions.”
Furthermore, Tasopoulou and Tsiotras (2017) warns that, “the rapidly changing forces that
call for quality improvement and the ongoing upheaval in the higher education sector
requires institution recommence their strategic planning and implement effective practices
in quality.”
Levy and Ronco (2012) provide a basic set of defnitions for the varieties of
benchmarking found within higher education:
• External Benchmarking - “seeks best practices outside the organization”
– Competitive Benchmarking - “products, processes, and services compared
with those of direct competitors”
– Functional Benchmarking -“ examines similar functions within similar
institutions that are not direct competitors”
– Generic Benchmarking - “seeks new and innovative practices across multiple
industries to uncover the ‘best of the best”’
• Process Benchmarking - “comprehensive comparison of specifc business practices
with intention of identifying best practices leading to improved performance”
• Diagnostic Benchmarking - “a continuous ‘health check’ where practices that need
to be changed are identifed and improvement approaches are devised”
A number of guidelines and standards exist to facilitate systematic improvement in
HEIs including ECPE [Education Criteria for Performance Excellence], the Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) international standard, European
Quality Improvement System (EQUIS) and the Association of MBAs (AMBA), among
many others (Asif, 2015).
Other benchmarking bodies, such as the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data
System (IPEDS), also exist to catalog multiple variables describing the characteristics of
the various postsecondary institutions. As an example, Carrigan (2012) specifes that, “the
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[IPEDS] survey cycle is mandatory for all institutions that participate in or are applicants
for participation in any federal fnancial assistance program authorized by Title IV of the
Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.” The data collected from the institutions are
oftentimes publicly available for evaluating and reporting purposes.

2.3.2 Data Science at the Institution
Computer Science, Information Technology, Informatics, Management, and
Statistics continue to act as major pillars within HEIs. Through the course of natural
progression and interest in the topic space, certain HEIs began to provide programs within
the business analytics space. Over 130 academic programs have offered undergraduate
and graduate degrees in Business Analytics or Data Science since 2007 (Wang, 2015;
Wixom et al., 2014). This number has obviously grown since then. However, there are
still two major struggles, the student demand for access to educational opportunities and
the overall lack of programs. Case in point, a recent student newspaper article from UC
San Diego indicates that the Data Science program will begin limiting enrollment in the
major beginning July 1, 2018 and that students will be accepted into the major based on
their GPA in three specifc screening courses (King, 2018). This does not help move data
science forward.
Stanton, as cited by Dumbill et al. (2013), described a situation where a large
manufacturing frm in the Midwest questioned, “we need about 80 or 90 people with
analytic skills. How soon can we come and recruit your graduates?” Stanton indicated to
the company that his institution only had about 30 people in the program and that it would
be quite awhile before they would be able to support giving 80 - 90 people to one
company (Dumbill et al., 2013).
Furthermore, there is question to the effcacy of these programs. Are students
getting the exposure they need to be successful in industry? Modern data streams are
importantly different than the data with which many statisticians, and in turn many
statistics students, are accustomed to working (Baumer, 2015). This would indicate
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predetermined coursework does not provide an adequate level of challenge to engage
students for real world scenarios.
Beyond programs providing undergraduate and graduate programs, no true
standards exist for benchmarking or understanding the effectiveness of any given program.
Studies by Aasheim, Williams, Rutner, and Gardiner (n.d.); Baumer (2015); Donoho
(2017); Dubey and Gunasekaran (2015); Duniway (2012); Wymbs (2016) all provide
ideas or road maps for integrating data science education into existing programs, but none
of them seemingly have been put to use as a standard.
Furthermore, other literature including Deng, Li, and Galliers (2016); Radovilsky
et al. (2018); Tang and Sae-Lim (2016), and others have put together more programmatic
investigations into understanding relationships between students, institutions and
programs, as well as employers actively seeking data science professionals. The research
in this space is in its infancy and more investigative work must be done to derive
additional theories for moving this problem space forward.
2.3.2.1 Data Science Initiatives
Data Science Initiatives (DSIs) are new to the data science education scene.
Somewhere between revolutionary and marketing, DSIs supposedly offer a differentiated
experience from the traditional business analytics programs previously offered. Donoho
(2017) cited a 2015 University of Michigan press release for a newly minted DSI:
“Data science has become a fourth approach to scientifc discovery, in
addition to experimentation, modeling, and computation,” said Provost
Martha Pollack.
Other HEIs are taking note and implementing programs. In a casual Internet
search, nearly thirty of these DSI-style programs were found. Many of them boast
blending multiple disciplines together, residential programs, learning communities, or
other unique features that potentially make them competitively better than others.
However, with the lack of benchmarking traditional data analytics programs, there are
certainly no benchmarks available for these new programs.
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2.4 Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities
As a theme important to this overall work, it is important to properly defne
knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs). Cheney et al. (1990) provides the following
defnition while discussing job skill research within the information systems (IS) feld:
Knowledge refers to the content or technical information needed to perform
adequately in a job and is normally obtained through formal education,
on-the-job-training, and information media, such as manuals [18]. Skills are
the specifc psychomotor processes necessary to meet the current
requirements of a specifc job. . . . Skills also include the facility to select
from among a repertoire of possible actions those that are most appropriate
for a particular situation. Abilities refer to the cognitive factors that represent
present capabilities or achievement levels [18]. (p. 238)
KSAs appear throughout various portions of the literature reviewed for this
research, directly in Cegielski and Jones-Farmer (2016); Radovilsky et al. (2018), and
indirectly in many others.

2.5 Summary
Prior works present sound defnitions to many important terms used throughout
this work. Ensuring appropriate context around terms such as KSAs, data scientists, and
Data Science Initiatives (DSIs) ensure proper understanding as data is captured and
analyzed. This includes the understanding that there is no one single defnition for DSIs
and for those that are similar, no standards govern the kinds of programs or degrees
offered. Another key takeaway is the plight of the employer understanding what a good
data science candidate looks like. Through the methodology and analysis phases, this
project intends to identify relevant trends in that particular area.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY
The intent of this research is to explore two different, yet related data sources
within the context of characteristics used to describe data science professionals. Because
of the relative newness of the feld, multiple sources indicate a lack of data science
professionals available to fll positions. Beyond the lack of a trained workforce, it can also
be argued that scant metrics are available to understand if the educational opportunities
available meet the requirements of employers eagerly looking for adequately trained
resources. Establishing a deeper understanding of desirable characteristics of data science
professionals may provide necessary insight into how to best solve the lack of qualifed
individuals and devising programs to train them.
Exploratory research provides pathways to potential solutions in this problem
space. Prior literature indicates progress in attempting to understand some of the core
issues. However, more steps must be taken to further evolve the available solution sets.
This research intends to take two existing studies and research whether or not meaningful
theories can be derived from them when combined. Due to the exploratory nature of this
research, a grounded theory approach provides the best framework to thoroughly analyze
the space.

3.1 Methodology Overview
According to Urquhart and Fernández (2013), “Grounded Theory Method (GTM)
was developed in the feld of sociology during the 1960s (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) and
has been adopted in many felds of research, including information systems (IS).”
Furthermore, Urquhart, Lehmann, and Myers (2009) defne GTM as, “a qualitative
research method that seeks to develop theory that is grounded in data systematically
gathered and analyzed.” Martin & Turner (as cited in Urquhart et al., 2009) further
explain GTM as, “an inductive, theory driven discovery methodology that allows the
research to develop a theoretical account of the general features of a topic while
simultaneously grounding the account in empirical observations or data.” GTM provides a
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framework that allows for, and encourages the open collection and coding of data such
that theories emerge from the continual gathering and analysis of data. While historically
steeped in social sciences one could argue that because of these general principles, GTM
provides value in the information systems space.
Jaccard and Jacoby (2010) provide a general overview on the execution of GTM:
• Framing the research problem and initial research questions in general
terms.
• Data gathering in which the researcher pursues data that are rich,
substantial, and relevant.
• Initial coding and interpretation of the data to gain a sense of the core
concepts and the meanings of those concepts.
• Collecting additional data that complement, expand or better inform the
emerging conceptual structure (theoretical sampling).
• Writing a theory based on the emerging concepts and theoretical
sampling.
This research utilized GTM to evaluate the data sets, checked the validity of the
originating studies, and discovered possible theories that emerge from the exploratory
process.

3.2 Discussion of the Datasets
Datasets provided by Radovilsky et al. (2018) and Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) act as
the basis for this exploratory case study. Both studies agree upon the shortage of data
science professionals. Between the studies, two opposing tangents explored a critical
component within the problem space: knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs). One study
explored the industry requirements of data science professionals while the other
investigated through the lens of course catalog data at HEIs having implemented data
science programs.
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Radovilsky et al. (2018) derived data from various online job posting sites
including LinkedIn.com, Monster.com, Dice.com, Indeed.com, Glassdoor.com, and
CareerBuilder.com. The Radovilsky study sought to compare and contrast Business Data
Analysis and Data Science roles to provide better delineate between the two specialties.
Along with the raw text analysis, Radovilsky et al. (2018) categorized the KSAs into
applicable knowledge domains as previously defned by Cegielski and Jones-Farmer
(2016), Song and Zhu (2016), and Dubey and Gunasekaran (2015). Those knowledge
domains are technical, analytical, business, and communication. This research intends to
explore the KSAs derived from the data science dataset provided in this study.
To demonstrate why these datasets are compelling, it is necessary to present a
summary of the studies that created them. The following subsections provide context as to
how the particular studies were conducted.

3.2.1 Radovilsky Study
Radovilsky et al. (2018) posed the following three questions:
• What are groups of knowledge and skills required for BDA and DS professions?
• What are common and distinguishing groups of skills between the two professions?
• What are important insights that can be revealed to business organizations and
educational programs in terms of the BDA and DS knowledge and skills?
As summation of the study’s literature review, Radovilsky et al. (2018) indicated
that sources, “(a) do not clearly distinguish between the group of skills required for BDA
and DS; and (b) those papers are predominantly based on analysis of existing academic
programs or on surveys of big data professionals, and do not take into consideration real
job market requirements for BDA and DS knowledge domains and skills.” This is
important because it highlights the notion that studies focus on the academic results and
real job market analysis is scarce.
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Radovilsky et al. (2018) adopted the works of Cegielski and Jones-Farmer (2016)
and Song and Zhu (2016) to build the four category model it used to present the overall
fndings:
• Business
• Analytical
• Technical
• Communication
Todd and McKeen (1995) (as cited in Cegielski & Jones-Farmer, 2016) devised
the categorization scheme containing the headings Business, Analytical, Technical.
Furthermore, Song and Zhu (2016) suggest that communication is a necessary
characteristic in data science leadership and was included as a separate category.
Several types of transformations against the job-site data collected. Radovilsky et
al. (2018) documented them as such:
• Document Data Matrix (DTM) with useful words and phrases, defned
as “terms,” describing the job requirements, skills, and qualifcations,
and also their count and relative frequency.
• Term Cloud to visualize the relative frequencies of terms in DTM.
• Singular Vector Decomposition (SVD) of the data to reduce noise and
redundancy in the analyzed DTM that improves the ability to capture the
essence of existing relationships between the terms.
• VARIMAX Rotation to develop, based on the relationships between
terms, several important groups of topic terms (words and phrases) that
can characterize the groups of skills required for each position.
• Latent Class Analysis (LCA) to identify clusters of terms (similar to
topic words) based on the closeness of their relations.
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In additional to the overarching transformations, other utility functions to perform
additional cleanup to remove stop words, fnd word stems, and rewrite commonly
abbreviated words. Upon completion of the text mining exercise, Radovilsky et al. (2018)
indicated, “985 unique terms for BDA and 1,350 terms for DS.”
The desire of the researcher is to obtain both the raw data and the fltered data in
order to step through the process of categorization. The process of open coding as
prescribed in the grounded theory methodology will generate a system of categories that
may or may not match the Radovilsky categorizations. This may help infuence the
validity of that study while also providing a different perspective on the data that can be
used to search for theories based on this and the Tang dataset.

3.2.2 Tang Study
Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) began their study asserting, “several higher U.S. higher
education institutions have launged blended programs such as Data Analytics, Business
Intelligence, or Data Science,” and, “there are very few emperical studies that investigate
DS curriculum structure across disciplines.” This study sought to explore this space with
“an exploratory content analysis of 30 randomly selected United States’ DS programs
from a variety of disciplines (Tang & Sae-Lim, 2016).” Tang and Sae-Lim (2016)
provided the following research questions:
• What are the linguistic and lexical characteristics of Data Science
program descriptions across different disciplines?
• What are the curriculum requirements for completing different Data
Science programs?
• What is the proportion of Data Science courses that deliver content
pertinent to specifc domain knowledge? What is the proportion of
courses focusing on analytical skills as they key learning outcome?
• Pertaining specifcally to courses covering communication, information,
mathematics/statistics, and visualization skills, are there any differences
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across various disciplines in terms of the percentage of courses devoted
to these skills?
According to Tang and Sae-Lim (2016), “program requirements, program
outcomes, and data science defnitions published on the website of sample programs were
analyzed and coded.” Similarly to the Radovilsky study, stop words and other intrusive
words were fltered out of the dataset. The results of this study produced various metrics
based on the posed research questions. Several of those metrics are useful specifcally
with relation to data science program composure. However, this study requires a more
rudimentary look at the raw data to determine if additional insights are hidden within the
dataset.

3.3 Framework
This section focuses on the high level framework that will be used when executing
this research.

3.3.1 Data Gathering
In order to execute this research, the previously derived datasets are required.
Because the Radovilsky et al. (2018) is recent, it is appropriate to seek direct access to the
raw data set. This study took raw data and recategorized to understand if the previously
established categorizations prevail.
Both the Radovilsky et al. (2018) and Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) data sets are
relatively new. It was the intent of the researcher to gather the original data set. However,
because new institutions have started DSIs and position postings are continually evolving,
it was necessary to seek out current data and explore those institutions that have
implemented DSIs.
Attempts were made to contact the original principal investigator (PI) for both
studies. However, they were neither reachable, nor did they have public access points for
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their raw datasets. Because of this, a great deal of time was spent recreating facsimiles of
the relevant portions of their studies so that analysis could occur.
It is not the goal or intent of this study to validate the prior studies or the newly
extracted data sets. This is an exploratory study to identify theories based on an initial
analysis of the data and to propose a repeatable process for use in later studies. Repeating
these processes would lead to a stable set of recurring results that then should be run
against traditional statistical regression for ft of purpose and validation.

3.3.2 Coding Phases
Upon gathering the data sets, the research will then move into a phase of repeated
coding and categorization. There are three distinctive phases of coding: open coding,
advanced coding, and theoretical sampling. These phases take the data sets and categorize
them at several different levels. This categorization process happens by logically placing
different words or phrases into meaningful groups. Those groups are then further analyzed
for similarities. Theoretical sampling is an additional phase that posits the addition of
further data sets to further enrich the originally posed data set.
While these processes are occurring, the researcher made notes and journaled the
process, recording observations and refning the datasets through iterative processes.
Those artifacts formed theories based on the observations made while the data was refned
into groups. As new insights arose, additional data sets were brought to bare on the initial
summaries to provide insights from different angles.
Finally, as theories emerged from the data, those theories and the empirical
foundations were recorded for further study. It is the intent of this research to fnd theories
that help within this general problem space.

3.4 Summary
This study employs exploratory methodologies based loosely on Grounded Theory
Method (GTM). The collected data required the use of iterative categorizing and tagging,
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as described in the GTM process. Understanding the philosophy and processes used in
GTM-style research is necessary as it is different than traditional basic research. The use
of such an iterative process fts well with unstructured textual data. Even though the data
was obtained and massaged via mechanical means, hand inspecting the data at every
iteration provided additional insights leading to further questions to be explored. As a
specifc example, additional metadata gleaned from the collected data set was extracted to
further assist future iterations of this research.
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CHAPTER 4. DATA ANALYSIS
Theory-based approaches to research require a multi-faceted view of the presented
topic. Thoroughly searching for analyzing data, carefully selecting additional sources, and
cataloging the iterative process allows for theories to evolve for evaluation and to spur
additional study.

4.1 Initial Data Sources
Data for this initiative came from several sources. Several of those sources were
unstructured text data from Internet web sites. Other data came from entities such as the
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). In order to suffciently explore
the topic space, coercing data from varied sources and disparate formats was necessary.
This section speaks to the technologies that produced the fnal datasets.

4.1.1 Toolsets and Processes
Gathering the data to be cataloged and journaled required several different
technology stacks and processes. Initial work effort was conducted using Amazon Web
Services (AWS). AWS was utilized early in the project to prototype the use of Selenium
Webdriver for driving Google Chrome instances to mine various career websites for
postings. Having access to compute resources without restriction streamlined the
implementation of the required software and support packages.
Furthermore, this research was supported in part through computational resources
provided by Information Technology at Purdue, West Lafayette, Indiana. Upon obtaining
the raw data, compute resources on the Rice cluster provided fast and stable compute and
storage. What started as nine gigabytes of text in 205,000 fles, turned into 100GB of
post-processed datasets in 1,778,000 fles. Those fles processed and generated by a set of
Java-based tools written against the Stanford CoreNLP natural language processing
library (Manning et al., 2014). This library provided facilities, through constructs called
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annotators, to quickly traverse through hundreds of thousands of fles, looking for parts of
language, identifable phrases, dates and times, and other useful utterances buried within
sentence structure. Furthermore, CoreNLP can be further trained with specifc data sets.
The data cleansing effort made extensive use of two different annotators:
RegexNER and EntityCount. The RegexNER annotator allowed for extremely fexible
search cases by making use of regular expressions. For example, it was trivial to create a
set of rules that allowed for the accurate capture of degree requirements and to seek out
time durations in terms of years of experience. Additionally, the data cleansing process
was executed multiple times. Hand inspections of the results occurred at each step, which
introduced opportunities to improve CoreNLPs ability to more correctly identify terms
and phrases. While the Entitymentions annotator produced reasonable results upon the
frst attempt, further iterative confguration changes to the regular expression rules allowed
for greater accuracy, particularly with information technology-specifc terms (e.g.
programming languages, software packages, industry jargon, etc.).
Using the cluster allowed for fairly fast turnaround of the data sets. Beyond having
fast hardware and storage, the utilities developed to parse and search the data were written
to take advantage of the cluster’s message passing interface (MPI) which allowed for
many instances of the software to run concurrently, allowing the workload to be split
across systems without the fear of collisions or deadlock situations.
Finally, to transform and plot the data, R became the tool of choice. R, with some
enhancements from the TidyR collection of libraries, becomes capable tool to perform
further cleanup refnements, explore statistical models, and plot data in nearly infnite
ways (Silge, 2017).

4.1.2 Mining for Job Postings
The search for Data Science position postings was a nation-wide effort. The
Selenium environment queried career sites with the search term “data scientist” and city
names for the 100 most populous cities within the United States. This includes cities of
populations of approximately 200,000 and greater. Full text postings were pulled from the
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search results. For a given city, results ranged from between 900 and 1,100. Several sites
presented hard limits after traversing 100 pages of results (at 10 results per page). It is
conceivable that there may have been additional samples that could not be accessed from
this method.
In total, approximately 191,000 raw results were captured and stored. Manual
inspection of the raw fles showed that despite searching specifcally for “data scientist,”
other completely unrelated postings were returned in the results. To remove the irrelevant
postings, an internal search on the raw text for “data science” was executed, bringing the
number of valid position postings down to 13,397.
For the intents of this research, the core raw corpus comprised the 13,397 fltered
records. Subsequently, other searches were executed and because of limitations on parsing
human writing nuance, there are subsets of data. For example, when searching postings
for degree requirements and years of experience, only 8,965 postings were usable for
extracting those metrics.

4.1.3 Mining for Curricula
As discussed in the introduction, understanding the nature of Data Science
Initiatives (DSIs) partially drove this body of research. To begin building such knowledge,
HEIs chosen comprised institutions with positive search engine hits for “data science
initiative.” Casual searching for that terms yielded 27 institutions within the United State
advertising some semblance of a DSI. A list of institutions is provided in fgure A.1.
Notably, there is no consistent defnition for the purpose of a DSI. There seem to
be repeating themes that are adopted at various capacities at the different institutions.
These themes include:
• Research - This comprises specifc focus on research in or leveraging data science
competencies to advance institutional mission or specifc research agendas.
• Academic Programs - Some DSIs specifcally advertise academic programs as a part
of the overarching initiative. These are usually marriages between the statistics and
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computer science departments. However, there were examples of engineering or
management schools taking ownership of the academic components. It should be
noted that institutions that did not advertise academics as a part of their DSI
typically had an implemented Data Analytics or Data Science program elsewhere
within the institution. Academic programs ranged from certifcate program, to
bachelor’s degrees, through to PhD programs.
• Utility Support - Lastly, some institutions identifed their DSI as a program to help
faculty and staff with their academic or research endeavors. There was no specifc
focus on advertising academic programs, or even research interests.
Data gathering and cleaning for these institutions occurred similarly to the process
for fnding the position postings. However, there was much more of a manual element as
there is absolutely no consistency for how information is presented between the different
universities. For each of the programs, a discovery process occurred to determine
associated courses. Further queries were then executed to pull down course catalog
descriptions or syllabi, if available. That raw data proceeded through the same
transformation and cleanup process.

4.2 Evaluating the Various Dimensions
This study focused on better understanding the gaps between job market demand
and higher education curriculum. Both Radovilsky et al. (2018) and Tang and Sae-Lim
(2016), while attempting to answer different niche questions, provided a common-themed
attribute that served as a launch point for this research. Namely, they provided individual
lists of skills, knowledge, and abilities that could be used as a reference point for initiating
a deeper search.
Insight was derived by comparing pre-assembled word lists, such as the
Radovilsky et al. (2018) and Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) words and phrases. The following
lists were fltered against both the posting corpus and the course curricula corpus for
measurement:
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• Radovilsky et al. (2018) - 55 phrases identifed in a large-scale search of data
science position postings.
• Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) - 29 phrases identifed in older data science program
descriptions.
• Machine Learning Glossary (2018) - Google provides a glossary of machine
learning terms. These terms are steeped in statistics and technology stacks that
would be generally applicable in the data science space.
• Harvard - Words and phrases were manually extracted from Harvard’s DSI
description page. The intent here was to understand if employers and other
institutions were using the same vernacular as a prestigious Ivy League institution.
• “Technology Dictionary” - This list comprises terms that were recurring and also
mis-classifed. A total of 27 different technology terms were added to this list. A
comparison against both corpuses was executed to determine if there are other
factors that are perhaps being missed by industry or higher education.
To get a representative view of the data, the proportion of the appearance of a
phrase from a given list was compared between the two corpuses. Typical trends appeared:
• Visibly strong signal that a phrase was used in both corpuses. This could be an
indicator that if a KSA is used repeatedly in both corpuses has a strong relationship.
• Strong signal in one corpus but not the other. A phrase may heavily be used in the
position postings, but not in the curricula dataset. This could indicate a gap between
the industry and higher education for that specifc KSA.
• Little or no signal. It is possible that neither industry nor higher education has
identifed a strong demand for the evaluated KSA.
The following sections discuss the progression of analysis completed against both
the career postings corpus and the curriculum corpus. Several different angles were
evaluated to better understand relationships between the datasets.
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4.2.1 Dimension 1: The Originating Studies
Radovilsky et al. (2018) provided a list of 55 phrases and words that were
self-derived from evaluating position postings for data science positions. The study broke
the various terms out into broader technical, non-technical, and business specifc
categories. Examples include a/b testing, analytical, Python, statistical modeling, verbal
communication, and industry experience.
Tang and Sae-Lim (2016), on the other hand, produced a set of the top 29 phrases
and words that appeared in the program description for 30 data science programs already
in existence. It should be noted that the Tang study does not attempt to address or identify
any particular nuance of Data Science Initiatives. Words from this study include big data,
computer science, analysis, profession, statistic, and engineering.
Disappointingly, between the two studies, only four words coincided: research,
tools, big data, and business. This became the frst recording in the journaling records kept
for this research. One should immediately begin wondering why words from a a study on
data science career postings would not have more in common with words from a a study
of data science curricula offered by higher education institutions.
4.2.1.1 Corpuses vs. Radovilsky
The Radovilsky et al. (2018) presents a couple interesting themes. First, within the
top 25 phrases sorted by the delta between postings and curricula, business and theoretical
terms seem to be adequately highlighted in the curricula dataset. Conversely, more
technical terms like Java, SQL, Python, and development have more coverage under the
position posting categories.
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Table 4.1. Proportions for Top 10 Phrases Against the Radovilsky et al. (2018) Study
Phrase
methods
business
machine learning
statistics
models
computational
research
techniques
technical
programming

Posting Count Proportion
2.76%
12.87%
7.28%
3.38%
4.37%
0.29%
3.87%
3.19%
3.88%
2.95%

Curricula Count Proportion
13.68%
3.96%
2.52%
7.83%
8.42%
4.23%
7.69%
6.93%
0.26%
6.34%

Delta
10.92%
8.91%
4.76%
4.45%
4.04%
3.93%
3.81%
3.73%
3.61%
3.39%

The deltas in this set were fairly far apart. One of the closest was the term
modeling. There was only a difference of 1.13% between the postings and curriculum
data. The largest gap was methods coming in at 10.9% with a heavy skew towards the
curriculum data.
4.2.1.2 Corpuses vs. Tang
As probably could be predicted, the Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) phrases tend to
draw heavier preference towards the curriculum set. Computer Science and science are
two phrases that fnd themselves with relatively low deltas. Many of the words with strong
skew toward curriculum include model, design, “analyz” (a stem intended to match
alternative spellings and words), research, and program.
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Table 4.2. Proportions for Top 10 Phrases Against the Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) Study
Phrase
experience
business
develop
model
design
analy
information
statistic
project
program

Posting Count Proportion
14.28%
9.88%
6.92%
7.63%
2.76%
10.56%
3.15%
3.22%
4.19%
4.17%

Curricula Count Proportion
1.41%
2.99%
2.52%
11.99%
6.88%
14.65%
6.91%
6.95%
7.70%
7.28%

Delta
12.87%
6.88%
4.39%
4.36%
4.12%
4.09%
3.75%
3.72%
3.50%
3.11%

The Tang study included the phrase experience. Coincidentally and likely
obviously, it strongly prefers the job postings. As revealed in a later section, the
experience keyword provides some additional insight that was not obvious without
additional interpolation of the datasets.
Between the two data sets, it remains diffcult to understand specifc gaps. Words
and phrases that are related to career function tend to align with the career postings while
more theoretical and coursework related words tend to skew towards the curriculum data
sets.

4.2.2 Dimension 2: External Datasets

4.2.2.1 IPEDS Data
Because higher education institutions were selected based on search engine
results, some additional detail was required to paint a picture of the schools that have
created DSIs. In terms of Carnegie classifcation, 24 of the institutions are classifed
“Doctoral/Research Universities–Extensive,” two are “Doctoral/Research
Universities–Extensive,” and one is “Masters Colleges and Universities I.” Enrollment at
these institution ranges from 3,152 (University of California-San Francisco) to 63,735
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(Ohio State University-Main Campus). These initial results indicate that larger, research
intensive universities are the predominant class of institution building out data science
curriculum.
4.2.2.2 Corpuses vs. Google Machine Learning Glossary
Comparing the corpuses against the ML glossary shows a couple interesting
trends. It again highlights machine learning, and it also shows that modeling is a strong
competency required both by postings. However, it is also referenced in the curriculum
data.
Table 4.3. Proportions for Top 10 Phrases Against the Machine Learning Glossary (2018)
Phrase
machine learning
class
inference
performance
model
linear regression
representation
tensor
clustering
summary

Posting Count Proportion
25.25%
0.74%
0.90%
5.92%
34.43%
0.10%
0.05%
2.04%
1.57%
2.32%

Curricula Count Proportion
5.08%
18.43%
6.40%
2.54%
31.92%
2.25%
1.96%
0.17%
3.36%
0.60%

Delta
20.17%
17.68%
5.50%
3.38%
2.50%
2.15%
1.91%
1.86%
1.79%
1.71%

Within the top 25 in the ML glossary are a host of statistical modeling terms. It
seems there are varying, but close, levels of mention in the curriculum data and position
postings. However, in most cases the showing of those phrases on either side is weak
when compared to other more generalized terms like statistical modeling, machine
learning, communication, and others.
Understanding whether or not more technical specifcation should be required in
position postings and also course descriptions. One might conclude that major statistical
methods might be more commonly found in course descriptions and syllabi. It may or
may not be necessary to request those specifc skill sets in a job posting, however. It may
not even be a requirement that a hiring manager would fully understand the technical
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depth of a potential candidates beyond knowing that a data scientist generally has a range
of skills that will equip the organization with the ability to do deep statistical analysis of
wide ranges of data.

4.2.3 Dimension 3: Characteristics within the Data Sets
Attributes extracted from the raw datasets present additional avenues for
investigation. The datasets naturally include attributes that, while not directly aligned with
the mission of understanding the relationship between employer-desired KSAs and
currently available academic curricula, provide compelling insight that contribute to the
overall development of theories in this space. Journaling and evaluating these internal
attributes help to build and solidify the case for any theories that will be built from the
core datasets.
4.2.3.1 Harvard DSI Description
The purpose of the Harvard DSI description comparison was two-fold. First,
because of Harvard’s distinction as an elite university within the United States, it seemed
ftting to benchmark the other institutions against a description authored by such an
institution. Secondly, it serves as a means to potentially check Harvard. Does industry
agree with Harvard’s view of data science and should industry be pushing for more
institutions to focus similarly? This comparison was particularly interesting as it showed
nine terms of which eight appeared to be somewhat aligned between position postings and
curriculum data. This is likely because the terminology in the description phrases are
relatively high level, rather than discussing particular technical skill sets.
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Table 4.4. Proportions for Top 10 Phrases Against the Harvard DSI program description
Phrase
machine learning
visualization
optimization
communication
data analysis
statistical modeling
problem-solving
problem solving
security
ethical issues

Posting Count Proportion
47.75%
8.45%
9.50%
16.21%
0
3.55%
3.83%
3.36%
7.22%
0

Curricula Count Proportion
18.51%
27.64%
20.59%
11.21%
3.91%
7.17%
0.65%
0.78%
8.60%
0.65%

Delta
29.23%
19.18%
11.09%
5.00%
3.91%
3.61%
3.18%
2.57%
1.38%
0.65%

4.2.3.2 Categorizing the Skill Sets
Similarly to the Radovilsky et al. (2018) study, generalist classifcation of the
major sets of terms should help group various skill sets together. In this situation, a
technique called Latent Dirchlet Allocation (LDA) provided the topic analysis engine,
breaking up related terms into subject-oriented groups. Nikolenko et al. (2017) describe
LDA and topic modeling in general as, “an unsupervised model thant learns the set of
underlying topics (in terms of word distributions) for a set of documents and each
document’s affnities to these topics.” Tables A.8 and A.9 provide the summations of the
analysis run against the both corpuses. While LDA is suffcient for grouping items
together, it does not have a facility to label the groupings. In order to assist with other
ideas in this space, the researcher devised the following category titles:
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Table 4.5. Topical Descriptions for LDA

Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Position Postings
Name
Data Visualization
Data Programming
Machine Learning
Data Modeling
Statistical Modeling
Data Analytics
Statistical Programming
Data Engineer
Programming and Optimization
Predictive Analytics

Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Curriculum Data
Name
Predictive Modeling
Data Programming
Programming and Optimization
Data Analytics
Data Mining
Machine Learning
Statistical Modeling
Statistical Programming
Data Modeling
Data Visualization

A primary concern with an LDA within such a tight scope is overlap in
terminology. While it is possible to confgure the number of groups the LDA returns, the
subject areas are so closely aligned that overlap is prevalent in a three-topic LDA or even
20-topic LDA. The study performed by Radovilsky et al. (2018) used more sophisticated
tools with large training sets pre-confgured. It was able to, with relative straightforward
comprehension, automatically label the groups in their study. This research could not
focus that much effort without having access to the same datasets.
4.2.3.3 Manually-Derived Technology Dictionary
The manually-derived technology dictionary became necessary due to CoreNLP
mislabeling very technical terms, particularly programming languages and jargon. The
intent was to build a list to not only correct labeling for these, but to also begin a
secondary training corpus that could be used again later in subsequent runs of this process.
However, this dictionary was not successful in its task. It detected fair signal in R
and C/C++ programming, and very faint signals for some other technologies. These
phrases were collected because they were spotted repeatedly in the fltered phrase output,
typically classifed as PERSON, ORGANIZATION, or MISC. The assumption was that
adding these to a core list would draw these defnitions out into a visible classifcation.
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However, as seen in fgure A.7, those terms were not seen very much throughout the
remainder of either corpus.
Table 4.6. Proportions for Top 10 Phrases Against the Internal Technology Dictionary
Phrase
R
C/C++
w*SQL
Spark
Java
SAS
Scala
Hive
database concepts
databases

Posting Count Proportion
50.94%
43.50%
1.60%
0.73%
0.67%
0.53%
0.37%
0.36%
0.11%
0.50%

Curricula Count Proportion
53.23%
45.09%
0.60%
0.14%
0.11%
0.10%
0.01%
0.02%
0
0.39%

Delta
2.28%
1.59%
1.00%
0.58%
0.56%
0.43%
0.35%
0.34%
0.11%
0.10%

4.2.3.4 Years of Experience and Degree Requirements
Career postings generally carry two attributes that are important characteristics for
successful candidates: years experience and education requirement. From casual
observation, it became apparent that career postings in the Data Science feld come with
some expectation of post-secondary education. In order to better understand this
phenomenon, it was necessary to fnd a subset of the career postings that matched positive
for both education requirement and also years of experience. To properly express these
metrics, postings that listed multiple “years of experience” attributes were reduced down
to a singular minimum requirement. For example, if a posting specifed 5 years experience
with a PhD or 10 years experience with a Bachelors, the measurement taken was 5 years.
Furthermore, every degree type mentioned in a given posting was counted.
In the corpus of raw data, 6,586 postings matched the requirement of being able to,
through automation, extract educational and years experience attributes. The study of
these postings revealed that a large swath of 71% required between two and fve years of
prior experience. The range of years experience, as listed in the postings, ranged from
zero to 17 years.
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Figure 4.1. Count of degrees in postings, by minimum years of experience

Consequently, the demand for PhD graduates is high. Specifcally, postings that
had minimum requirements of two years or fve years had PhD counts of over 6,500. The
next highest degree requirement, the Master’s degree, registered just less than 2,000 for
the same two samplings. It is important to note that hand-inspections of a random
sampling of the postings showed that mentions of PhD largely occurred within “preferred
skills” category and not necessarily in the core requirements description.
While most understand the typical rigor and diffculty of obtaining advanced
degrees, including Master’s and PhDs, it appears that employers wish to attain the most
academically trained candidates for their Data Science positions. Not only do employers
desire between two and ten years of experience, they also have a desire to have PhD
candidates in their pools.
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4.3 Summary
Many different aspects were reviewed in this exploratory study. Below, several
highlights are captured and will be used in the next chapter to formulate some overall
theories that need further investigation.
• When comparing the corpuses against the Harvard DSI description phrases, position
postings had a sizable hit for machine learning as a desirable competency, yet higher
education may not be quite ready to train students in that specifc skill set. The gap
between the proportional measures is nearly 30%. A similar result was also detected
in the Radovilsky study.
• The major players in the DSI space appear to be large research institutions with
overall enrollments of more than 10,000.
• Of the career postings analyzed, it is apparent that employers are seeking candidates
with as little a zero to fve years of experience, yet show a desire for PhD
credentialed individuals flling those positions. For the period of minimum years
experience two through 5, PhD references comprised nearly 76% of all postings.
Master’s degrees accounted for 16% and Bachelor’s degrees presented a mere 7.2%.
• The method of search and counting references to the category sets tends to work
better with more generalized terms (e.g. experience, analysis, machine learning,
model, computer science, etc) rather than highly specifc terms (python, spark, java,
logistic regression, clustering, etc.).
• Attempting to execute a topic analysis against the data sets produced only
marginally usable results. A major issue with LDA-style topic analysis is tightly
coupled topic spaces are diffcult to distinguish without large and well defned
training sets to help classify nuance.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presents possible theories based on the exploratory study completed.
The work done herein comprises an initial view of a very deep and complex problem set.
It is not feasible to take this level of investigation and arrive at conclusive answers. The
goal was to take two concepts on a related plane and begin understanding if additional
work could be accomplished in that space. Given what was found, there are points that
should most certainly be further investigated.
As mentioned previously, this is an initial review of multiple datasets. While best
efforts were made to effectively clean the data and produce meaningful reports based on
that data, it is not foolproof. Analysis of unstructured text is still evolving as a technology
and nuance of human communications prevents this from being fawless. At best, enough
data was gathered to sense trends amongst a large corpus of data. This is suffcient for an
exploratory study that is looking for general signals, even if those signals, under more
stringent investigation, would become false.
The process implemented to gather the datasets is repeatable. Most of it could be
automated. Further linkages to career posting sites and partnering with institutions to get
API-style access to data sets could greatly simplify collection of this data. Further tuning
can be done to increase the accuracy of the text mining system and as such, improving the
overall quality of the data retried. A more thorough study might consist of repeating the
process on a regular interval, perhaps aligned with a pertinent employment metric, such as
the monthly release of the U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics
Employment Situation Summary, otherwise known as the Jobs Report.
Repeating this process or a process similar to it is key for generating metrics over
time that can then be further tested and validated with true statistical methods.
Furthermore, as enough data is amassed, valuable trending information can be derived as
well as models developed to help predict changes in the feld, be it changes in how
industry is approaching large-scale analytics problem, or novel advanced in higher
education with regard to this space.
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The following sections will describe some overarching themes in the discoveries,
present some additional questions to consider, and propose some additional measurements
that would be useful in additional studies in this space.

5.1 Discussion of the Findings

5.1.1 Data Science Initiatives
It is too early to defne DSI and if they will be successful. As it stands, less than 30
institutions have created such a construct. Some of them group together with common
goals and aspirations, but others have vastly different ideas on what an implementation is.
Higher Education Institutions should consider consensus on the use of such a term, or
abandon it as a marketing strategy. Some schools are using DSI to attract students into
academic programs. A different subset are using the DSI moniker as a vehicle to attract
corporate sponsorships and partnerships for research endeavors. Still others are using DSI
as a term for a specialty help desk within their library system. There is no consistency and
that is problematic for the feld overall.

5.1.2 Words, Phrasing, and Encoding
This study focused primarily on interactions of words between two major
corpuses, Data Science job postings, and curricula detail from Higher Education
Institutions. Specifcally, the focus drew to those words and phrases that had a high
proportional appearance in a given corpus and also a medium to high delta between the
two corpuses. There is much more to be discovered at the opposite end of the spectrum,
specifcally those topics that had low or no appearances and low or no delta.
Generally speaking, generic terms were more likely to be found within either
corpus. One particular assumption that proved false was an abundance of technology and
statistical jargon within position postings and the academic materials. What does that
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mean in terms of the quality of position postings? Are employers not interested in seeking
specifc technology stacks as a part of their recruitment process? If not that, what about
statistical or mathematical background? A potential question: What is a Data Scientist and
does a degree with that competency affxed to it guarantee employers that candidates are
well prepared – despite what any job posting lists? If the educational components across
the HEI landscape are incongruous, do employers now start looking at the HEI on the
degree as a measure of quality? Does that unoffcially become a measurement or bias by
employers?
Unlike other well known agencies like IEEE, ITIL, PMP, ISO, etc., there are no
true standards bodies for identifying and providing credentials to Data Science
professionals. Is this a concern for industry? How does Higher Education respond to that?
Does an overall encoding scheme need to exist to help assess quality and caliber concerns?

5.1.3 Observations
The following are theories that arise from this body of research:
• Phenomenon of the newly-minted PhD - The metric displayed in fgure 4.1 presents
an interesting challenge. For typical IT jobs, one would rarely fnd ”PhD” listed
anywhere in a position description for programmers, administrators, or project
managers. The corpus of position descriptions tells a different story for the data
scientist role. Many conclusions can be drawn from that one graphic alone.
However, more insight needs to be derived from this one metric. When employers
indicated that PhD is a preferred credential for a position requiring 0 - 5 years of
experience, what do they believe the outcome will be? Why are employers not
asking for more senior people with advanced degrees?
• Exploring Industry Specialization During Education or on Job Site - Given the data
from fgure 4.1, it seems that individuals with Bachelor’s or Master’s degrees would
get passed over for individuals carrying the PhD credential. Another investigation of
improving the education experience for students might help. This could happen in
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one of two ways: The frst would be to better integrate industry experience into the
classical education experience. Competency-based learning and working real
projects that are relevant to the industry individuals are looking to join would make
those candidates more appealing. Perhaps employers would only be hiring a
Bachelor’s recipient, but they would also have 2 - 4 years of industry experience to
accompany the education. The other could be the potential of on-the-job training so
that people coming in for their frst career get industry-vertical training while also
providing beneft to their employer. It is important to understand why that is not
more prevalent given the supply and demand issue with data science professionals.

5.1.4 Variables to Watch

• Matriculation Metrics for Data Science Programs - How many students are getting
into programs? How many students continue to exist on wait lists? How many
students take another path because they do not have an opportunity to become
classically trained at an HEI?
• Graduation Rates for Data Science Programs - How many eligible DS career
candidates are being released every academic cycle? Is this number increasing or
decreasing year over year?
• Addition or Removal of Data Science Programs in HEIs - Understanding where one
can receive an education in this space is crucial. Watching the programs to ensure
they still exist, offer services as previously documented, and if any new ones are
added is a crucial exercise to understand if institutions are stepping up to the
challenge and demand required by this new feld of study.
• Credit Hour / Curriculum Requirement for Programs - The Tang and Sae-Lim
(2016) study attempted to address this at a high level, but additional study in the
curricula provided by all institutions should be further inspected. In the informal
review completed to gather course descriptions and syllabi, it is clear that course
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offerings, requirements, and credit hours vary greatly at the different institutions.
While it is reasonable to think that certain institutions tend to go above and beyond
within their programs, leveling the programs is necessary so that employers are
attaining a known quantity in prospective hires, and that students get the education
they demand, not extraneous education that requires extra time and fnancial
commitment.
• Evolution of New Statistical Tools / Models - As the size and complexity of data
problems increases at exponential rates, novel approaches to solving them will
emerge. The emergence of those approaches is important. Capturing those at a
research level in the university context and exposing those to industry could have
signifcant impact. Keeping track of these approaches and being able to consider
experiments against them as they race towards operationalization is crucial.
• Number of Open Positions in the Data Science Field - This is a key metric to
understand if this problem is worsening. Having higher accuracy and being able to
use such a metric in true experiments will help measure success or failure as
solutions evolve.
• Demographic Summaries of Filled DS Positions - Knowing who flls these positions
would help understand those that are successful in landing these positions compared
to those who are not. What changes can be made both by employers and higher
education to improve access to opportunities.
• Alternative Credentials - Capture a metric of employers hiring people into DS
positions that did not receive credentials from an HEI. How is this number changing
over time? If HEIs cannot meet demand, are employers adjusting to that?
• Length in Position - Understanding the average tenure of employees in these
positions may reveal other hidden factors that should be considered in the overall
problem set.
• Top Tools and Technologies in Industry - Currently it seems that business drives the
tools and technologies being used. Employers are asking their staff to fnd
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innovative ways to answer their toughest data questions. Keeping tabs on categories
such as new and hot tools and technology, standard-issue solutions, and long-living
legacy technology would provide useful insight into what individuals interested in
Data Science should pursue. Those three categories also helps predict the overall
lifetime of these tools and technologies. At what point do the new/hot tools take
grasp and need to be widely integrated into the education process? At what point
does technology get retired out of education and industry?
• Feeding the Innovation Cycle - The study focused on deltas. That is, the gaps
between industry and higher education when discussing certain data science
terminology. Entire studies could be launched to explore those gaps and why they
exist. For example, machine learning has a strong industry demand, but there was a
notable gap between industry and higher education. Is this truly a gap, and if so,
what can be done to close it? How does industry and higher education come
together to more quickly to discover innovative new methods and begin teaching
those. How can students be prepared for careers in this quickly evolving sector if
industry and higher education are not at the table to collaborate on this important
issue?

5.2 Summary
Several approaches were taken to evaluate the collected data sets. Overall, much
more work must be done to continue refning the models. However, a few noteworthy
items were discovered as a result of this exploratory study. First, it appears that the
dialects used between those seeking qualifed data scientist candidates is different than
descriptors used in higher education curriculum. Furthermore, a closer look at position
postings reveals that there is unusually high demand for PhD candidates with little to no
career experience. This is a potentially signifcant gap that specifcally requires more
investigation. Finally, this work identifed that there are still not enough solid data sources
that can be queried to ascertain more complete answers. Additional work amongst
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employers, employment websites, and higher education institutions is required in order to
bridge several of the gaps described throughout this study.
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APPENDIX A. SELECTED OUTPUT AND RESULTS

A.1 Higher Education Institutions

Figure A.1. Listing of the higher education institutions (HEIs) selected for this study.
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A.2 Relevant Plots

Figure A.2. Graph comparing and contrasting phrases from the Radovilsky et al. (2018)
study against the harvested data from Data Science position postings and curricula

Figure A.3. Phrases from the Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) study against the harvested data
from Data Science position postings and curricula
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Figure A.4. Phrases from the combined Radovilsky et al. (2018) and Tang and Sae-Lim
(2016) studies against the harvested data from Data Science position postings and
curricula

Figure A.5. Phrases from Harvard’s Data Science Initiative description against the
harvested data from Data Science position postings and curricula
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Figure A.6. Phrases from Google’s Machine Learning Glossary (2018) against the
harvested data from Data Science position postings and curricula

Figure A.7. Phrases derived from multiple clean up runs of the original corpuses

Figure A.8. Latent Dirchlet Allocation (LDA) depicting common topics harvested from Data Science position postings

A.3 Additional Datasets
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Figure A.9. Latent Dirchlet Allocation (LDA) depicting common topics harvested from Data Science program curricula
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APPENDIX B. SOURCE CODE

B.1 Overview
This appendix provides the baseline source code and a general philosophy for
attempting to reproduce the results of this study. The code provided works within the
context that it was originally written and can likely be modifed to work within different
environments so long as the major software dependencies are met.
While the source code is embedded within this document, it has also been
published on-line for download. It is located within the Purdue University Research
Repository (PURR). The specifc repository is https://doi.org/10.4231/R76971TF.

B.1.1 General Execution Philosophy
The collection and analysis of this entire body of work was orchestrated on a
Linux desktop platform (Ubuntu) and Linux based servers (Ubuntu and CentOS). Some
components were executed in a managed research cluster environment provided by
Purdue University. Others were executed on the desktop with suffcient administrative
privilege to install additional system packages (using tools like apt to install
distribution-provided packages). The web scraping tools were run in a cloud environment
(Ubuntu on Amazon Web Services) where administrative access was available to generate
a “golden image” containing all required software and then cloned suffciently to run jobs
concurrently while not generating extravagantly high compute costs. In all cases, it is
necessary to have core development tools installed (e.g. compilers, linkers, build tools,
etc.) so that supplemental dependencies can be built as required.
While specifc source code is being shared within, it is outside the scope of this
document to provided detailed instructions for how to confgure software infrastructure to
run the code base. Hardware and software are managed differently at various locations
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and it would be impossible to anticipate every possible confguration nuance that could
impact executing the included code.
The following general process should be followed to harvest currently available
information and distill it down into summaries similar to those found within this
document:
• Download, install, and confgure any required software dependencies. The following
sections will provide some guidance as to what those dependencies are.
• Create a directory structure that can support the various iterations of data analysis.
• Run the Web Scraper script to pull in a collection of raw text.
• Execute commands to assist in fltering out posting postings that do not contain the
exact phrase “data scientist.”
• Invoke various components of TextCleanupTools to tokenize and count entities
(phrases) in the raw data set.
• Execute additional commands to format the summarized data to be loaded into R.
• Use the provided R scripts to generate data frames and plots that describe the result
sets.

B.1.1.1 About Curriculum Data
While the aforementioned process works for position descriptions, the collection
of curriculum data is a manual process. Each institution has its own unique way of
displaying this information that is largely incompatible with one another. For the 27
institutions evaluated, manual effort was made to search institutional web sites,
registration systems, and any publicly available course content to assemble a reasonable
dataset for comparison. For future invocations, once the raw HTML has been gathered, it
is then possible to use additional Linux utilities to extract text from the variety of HTML,
PDF, and DOCX fles acquired in the discovery process. Additional future steps also
include asking institutions to provide authoritative data sources to help streamline and
equalize the content received.
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B.1.2 Recommended Directory Structure
Assuming a fle system of adequate size (the result of this effort generated over
100GB of data), creating a tree to maintain various data sets is necessary. For the purposes
of the rest of this appendix, we will assume full ownership on a directory called
“/research” at the root of the fle system. Below is a tree view of a suggested layout for the
data sets that evolve throughout this process.

Figure B.1. Folder structure for all research data

B.2 Web Scraping Utility for Position Postings
A certain level of automation can be achieved for pulling position postings. The
following is an example of a scraper that pulled postings from Internet job site
indeed.com. This utility requires Google Chrome, the Selenium Webdriver toolkit, and the
lxml Python module.
For this specifc instance, Amazon Web Services was used to create an Ubuntu
Server image that contained Google Chrome, a locally running X-Window System
environment (Xvnc), and Selenium Webdriver Client for Python. An EC2 Availability
Group was confgured to run multiple instances at the same time to crawl more pages
concurrently with different IP addresses. That Availability Group continued spawning
new instances running the Python process until the search query was executed against
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every city listed for the search. The example Python program below demonstrates one
method for gathering position postings from the Internet website Indeed.com. Other sites
can and should be searched. Selenium Webdriver was selected as it can control a web
browser instance and drive it very similarly to how a real person might navigate the web.
This is important as many web sites prevent this sort of scraping. Future iterations of this
work will seek API-level access to streamline this process.
To invoke this script, pass in a city and state combination such as “New York, NY”
in double quotes. It is also possible to modify this code to iterate through a list of cities,
and flling the cities array as such.
This process runs and will generate thousands of fles containing position posting
texts. Each fle generated will have a version 4 UUID associated with it. This is the unique
identifer for a given position posting. A log fle is also generated that holds metadata
about the specifc position descriptions such as job title, location, and length of time a
position has been posted. If this process is run across multiple computers, it is important
to gather all log fles and concatenate them together so one master record of all of the
position postings exists.
1

#! /bin/env python3

2
3
4
5

import uuid
import csv
import sys

6
7
8
9
10
11

from
from
from
from
from

selenium import webdriver
selenium.webdriver.common.by import By
selenium.webdriver.support.ui import WebDriverWait
selenium.webdriver.support import expected_conditions as EC
selenium.common.exceptions import TimeoutException

12
13
14

from time import sleep
from urllib.parse import quote

15
16
17

import lxml
from lxml.html.clean import Cleaner

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

cleaner = Cleaner(page_structure=True,
meta=True,
embedded=True,
links=True,
style=True,
processing_instructions=True,
inline_style=True,
scripts=True,
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

javascript=True,
comments=True,
frames=True,
forms=True,
annoying_tags=True,
remove_unknown_tags=True,
safe_attrs_only=True,
safe_attrs=frozenset(['src', 'color', 'href',
'title', 'class', 'name', 'id']),
remove_tags=('span', 'font', 'div')
)

38
39
40
41
42

option = webdriver.ChromeOptions()
option.add_argument("-incognito")
option.add_argument("--window-size=1280,1024")
option.add_argument("--force-device-scale-factor=1")

43
44
45

# Wait 20 seconds for page to load
timeout = 20

46
47

cities = [sys.argv[1].rstrip()]

48
49
50
51
52
53

browser = webdriver.Chrome(executable_path='chromedriver',
chrome_options=option,
service_args=["--verbose",
"--log-path=./output/chromedriver_" +
cities[0] + ".log"])

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

# Open a file to log all of the postings retrieved
with open("output/indeed-postings_" +
cities[0] + ".csv", "w", 1, newline='') as csvfile:
csvlog = csv.writer(csvfile, delimiter=',',
quotechar='"', quoting=csv.QUOTE_ALL)
for city in cities:
# Reset for each new city
continue_link = None
start_link = "https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=data+science&l="
+ quote(city)
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66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

# Start the main loop (for each city)
while True:
if continue_link is None:
browser.get(start_link)
else:
continue_link.click()
try:
WebDriverWait(browser, timeout).until(
EC.visibility_of_element_located(
(By.XPATH, "//img[@class='indeedLogo']")))
except TimeoutException:
print("Timed out waiting for page to load")
# browser.get_screenshot_as_file('./output/indeedlogo-error.png')
break

80
81
82
83

# Handle any pop ups so that other things can be clicked.
popup_handlers = []
popup_handlers.extend(
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84
85
86

browser.find_elements_by_xpath("//button[@id='prime-popover-close-button']"))
popup_handlers.extend(
browser.find_elements_by_xpath("//button[@id='popover-x-button']"))

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

# Actually do the clicking for whatever pop ups
for popup in popup_handlers:
# Found out that sometimes the pop ups aren't really visible.
# Try to navigate to it, then close it if it's really visible.
browser.execute_script("""
var element = arguments[0];
element.setAttribute("target", "");
""", popup)
if popup.is_displayed():
popup.click()

98
99
100

# Find the job posting elements
job_listings = browser.find_elements_by_xpath("//a[@data-tn-element='jobTitle']")

101
102
103
104
105

sleep(5)
# Internal loop to iterate through the postings
for job in job_listings:
posting_uuid = str(uuid.uuid4())

106
107
108
109
110
111

# Kludge to work around them sending to a different tab (not sure if it works)
browser.execute_script("""
var element = arguments[0];
element.setAttribute("target", "");
""", job)

112
113
114

# Scroll the job listing onto the screen so it can be clicked
browser.execute_script("arguments[0].scrollIntoView();", job)

115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126

# Kludge to work around "sponsored" postings (they open a new
# tab and are formatted differently)
listing_container = job.find_element_by_xpath("..")
# More kludge-fest... They do some bizarre things in
# their listings...
if listing_container.tag_name != "div":
listing_container = listing_container.find_element_by_xpath("..")
listing_company = listing_container.find_element_by_xpath(
".//span[@class='company']").text
if listing_company.find(
"in partnership with Indeed Prime") < 0:

127
128
129
130

# Bring up the job listing details
if job.is_displayed():
job.click()

131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

# Wait for the required elements to load
try:
WebDriverWait(browser, timeout).until(
EC.visibility_of_element_located(
(By.XPATH, "//div[@id='vjs-jobtitle']")))
except TimeoutException:
print("Timed out waiting for page to load")
# browser.get_screenshot_as_file('./output/jobtitle-error.png')
break
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141

# Get the content and emit it to a file
# vjs-jobtitle = Job Title
# vjs-cn = Company Name, vjs-loc - Location
# vjs-container is everything, vjs-desc is the description alone
jobtitle = browser.find_element_by_xpath(
"//div[@id='vjs-jobtitle']").get_attribute("innerHTML")
company = browser.find_element_by_xpath("//span[@id='vjs-cn']").text
location = browser.find_element_by_xpath("//span[@id='vjs-loc']").text
age = browser.find_element_by_xpath("//span[@class='date']").text

142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

print(location[2:] + ',' + company + ', ' + jobtitle)

152
153

content_element = browser.find_element_by_xpath("//div[@id='vjs-desc']")
with open("output/" + posting_uuid + ".out", "w", 1) as f:
content = cleaner.clean_html(content_element.get_attribute("innerHTML"))
document = lxml.html.document_fromstring(content)
f.write(document.text_content())

154
155
156
157
158
159

# Update our meta log of entries
csvlog.writerow([posting_uuid, company, location[2:], jobtitle, age])
sleep(5)

160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

# Get the next page
try:
continue_link = browser.find_element_by_link_text('Next ')
except Exception as ex:
print("There was not a 'Next' link at the bottom of this page. Specifically:")
print(ex)
browser.get_screenshot_as_file('./output/continue_link-error.png')
break

172
173
174

print("Shutting down...")
browser.quit()

Figure B.2. Python code to crawl for position postings
The setup.py fle is mainly provided for convenience. Use a package manager to
install these directly, or use a command such as “pip install -r setup.py” with this fle to
install the required Python modules.
1
2

selenium
lxml

Figure B.3. Python dependencies for web scraper
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B.3 Preparing the Raw Dataset
The data pulled in from the web scraping process will be messy. Many hundreds
of thousands of documents are possible, and a signifcant subset will not be usable for
input into the rest of the process. In order to retain as much focus on Data Science as
possible, once a full dataset had been assembled, a simple search of the set for “data
scientist” was executed. Those fles were identifed and extracted into a separate
sub-directory (ds-data/raw).
An example of this is as follows:
1
2
3

find /research/data/raw/postings -maxdepth 1 -mindepth 1 \
-type f -exec grep -l "data scientist" "{}" \; | \
tee /research/contains-ds-files.txt

Figure B.4. Shell code to extract list of candidate fles
The generated fle contains a list of fles with the specifed search string. In order
to continue the process, it is necessary to separate those fles into a different structure. The
following is an example of such an operation:
1
2
3

for f in $(cat /research/contains-ds-files.txt); do
cp -p ${f} /research/ds-data/raw/$(basename ${f}) ;
done

Figure B.5. Shell code to copy candidate fles

B.4 TextCleanupTools
The TextCleanupTools utilities were written against the Standford CoreNLP
project (Manning et al., 2014). The following code also has direct dependencies on the
OpenMPI library as it was used on the Rice research cluster at Purdue University. For
those not using a cluster or the inability to use OpenMPI, those components can be
removed. However, it is recommended to place some sort of semaphore or other locking
mechanism in place to allow parallel copies of this code to run, else processing times will
be much longer for parsing the raw unstructured text datasets.
The code falls into the following folder structure:
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Figure B.6. Folder structure for the TextCleanupTools code base

B.4.1 Source Code

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd">
<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>
<groupId>TextCleanupTools</groupId>
<artifactId>TextCleanupTools</artifactId>
<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
<properties>
<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>
</properties>
<build>
<sourceDirectory>src</sourceDirectory>
<plugins>
<plugin>
<artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId>
<version>3.7.0</version>
<configuration>
<source>1.8</source>
<target>1.8</target>
</configuration>
</plugin>
<plugin>
<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
<artifactId>maven-assembly-plugin</artifactId>
<executions>
<execution>
<phase>package</phase>
<goals>
<goal>single</goal>
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</goals>
<configuration>
<archive>
<manifest>
<mainClass>
seliger.research.tct.TCTRunner
</mainClass>
</manifest>
</archive>
<descriptorRefs>
<descriptorRef>
jar-with-dependencies
</descriptorRef>
</descriptorRefs>
</configuration>
</execution>
</executions>
</plugin>
</plugins>
</build>
<dependencies>
<dependency>
<groupId>edu.stanford.nlp</groupId>
<artifactId>stanford-corenlp</artifactId>
<version>3.9.1</version>
</dependency>
<dependency>
<groupId>edu.stanford.nlp</groupId>
<artifactId>stanford-corenlp</artifactId>
<version>3.9.1</version>
<classifier>models</classifier>
</dependency>
<dependency>
<groupId>org.slf4j</groupId>
<artifactId>slf4j-api</artifactId>
<version>1.8.0-beta2</version>
</dependency>
<dependency>
<groupId>org.slf4j</groupId>
<artifactId>slf4j-simple</artifactId>
<version>1.8.0-beta2</version>
</dependency>
<dependency>
<groupId>mpi-counter</groupId>
<artifactId>mpi-counter</artifactId>
<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
</dependency>
<dependency>
<groupId>com.jayway.jsonpath</groupId>
<artifactId>json-path</artifactId>
<version>2.3.0</version>
</dependency>
</dependencies>
</project>
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Figure B.7. pom.xml fle for the TextCleanupTools code base
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package seliger.research.tct;

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.lang.reflect.Constructor;
java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;
java.nio.file.DirectoryStream;
java.nio.file.Files;
java.nio.file.Path;
java.nio.file.Paths;
java.util.ArrayList;

11
12
13

import org.slf4j.Logger;
import org.slf4j.LoggerFactory;

14
15
16
17
18

import
import
import
import

me.coreyseliger.mpiutils.MPICounter;
mpi.MPI;
mpi.MPIException;
seliger.research.tct.interfaces.Cleaner;

19
20

public class TCTRunner {

21
22
23
24
25

static
static
static
static

String cleanerClassName;
Path inputDir;
Path outputDir;
int highWaterMark;

26
27

static Logger logger;

28
29
30

static MPICounter counter;
static int increment;

31
32

static Class<?> cleanerClass;

33
34
35

static Cleaner cleaner;
static ArrayList<String> cleanerArgs = new ArrayList<String>();

36
37

public static void main(String[] args) {

38
39

logger = LoggerFactory.getLogger(TCTRunner.class);

40
41
42
43
44

if (args.length >= 4) {
cleanerClassName = args[0];
inputDir = Paths.get(args[1]);
outputDir = Paths.get(args[2]);

45
46
47

try {
highWaterMark = Integer.parseInt(args[3]);

48
49
50
51
52
53
54

if (highWaterMark < 0 || highWaterMark > 255) {
throw new NumberFormatException();
}
} catch (NumberFormatException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: High water mark needs to be a number between 0 - 255");
usage(4);

69
55

}

56
57
58
59
60
61

if (args.length > 4) {
for(int i = 4; i < args.length; i++) {
cleanerArgs.add(args[i]);
}
}

62
63
64
65
66

} else {
logger.error("FATAL: Incorrect number of arguments.");
usage(254);
}

67
68
69
70
71
72
73

try (DirectoryStream<Path> stream = Files.newDirectoryStream(outputDir)) {
// The directory exist; don't do anything..
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error on Output directory. " + e.toString());
usage(3);
}

74
75
76

// Connect to the MPI backend
initMPI(args);

77
78
79
80
81
82
83

try {
counter = new MPICounter(0);
} catch (MPIException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Could not instantiate a counter. " + e.toString());
System.exit(15);
}

84
85
86

try {
cleanerClass = (Class<?>) Class.forName(cleanerClassName);

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

if (cleanerArgs.isEmpty()) {
cleaner = (Cleaner) cleanerClass.newInstance();
} else {
try {
Constructor<?> cleanerConstructor =
cleanerClass.getConstructor(ArrayList.class);
cleaner = (Cleaner) cleanerConstructor.newInstance(cleanerArgs);
} catch (NoSuchMethodException |
SecurityException |
IllegalArgumentException |
InvocationTargetException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
logger.error("FATAL: Could not construct the cleaner class: "
+ e.toString());
finalizeMPI();
usage(17);
}
}

106
107
108
109
110
111

} catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: The specified Cleaner class was not found. "
+ e.toString());
finalizeMPI();
usage(16);

70
} catch (InstantiationException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: The specified Cleaner class could not be instantiated. "
+ e.toString());
finalizeMPI();
usage(17);
} catch (IllegalAccessException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: An Illegal Access exception occurred loading the Cleaner class. "
+ e.toString());
finalizeMPI();
usage(18);
}

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

try {
// Main loop. We will get whatever the next available one-up number is until
// we hit the high water mark (inclusively). We will then use the given one-up
// number to pull in the 45 - 70 files that happen to be prefixed with the
// Hexadecimal version of that number and run it through whatever job class
// we previously loaded. (Here, 0x00 - 0xff...)
while ((increment = counter.increment(1) - 1) <= highWaterMark ) {
String hexPrefix = String.format("%02x", increment);

124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

try (DirectoryStream<Path> stream =
Files.newDirectoryStream(inputDir, hexPrefix + "*")) {
cleaner.run(stream, outputDir);
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error on Input directory. "
+ e.toString());
finalizeMPI();
usage(2);
}

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

}
} catch (MPIException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Could not continue incrementing the counter. "
+ e.toString());
}

142
143
144
145
146
147

// Shut down the MPI backend
finalizeMPI();

148
149
150

}

151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

public static void initMPI (String[] args) {
try {
MPI.Init(args);
} catch (MPIException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Could not initialize MPI... "
+ e.toString());
System.exit(10);
}
}

161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168

public static void finalizeMPI() {
try {
MPI.Finalize();
} catch (MPIException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Could not finalize MPI... "
+ e.toString());
System.exit(20);

71
}

169

}

170
171

public static void usage(int err) {
logger.info("seliger.research.tct.TCTRunner <cleaner classname> "
+ "<input directory> <output directory> <high water mark>");
System.exit(err);
}

172
173
174
175
176
177
178

}

Figure B.8. TCTRunner.java – Main entry point for TextCleanupTools
1

package seliger.research.tct.interfaces;

2
3
4
5
6

import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.nio.file.DirectoryStream;
java.nio.file.Path;
java.util.ArrayList;

7
8
9
10

public interface Cleaner {
public void run(DirectoryStream<Path> inputFiles, Path outputDir) throws IOException;
}

Figure B.9. Cleaner.java – Interface for Cleaner classes
1

package seliger.research.tct.cleaners;

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.IOException;
java.nio.file.DirectoryStream;
java.nio.file.Files;
java.nio.file.Path;
java.nio.file.Paths;
java.nio.file.StandardOpenOption;
java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.HashMap;
java.util.List;
java.util.Map;
java.util.regex.Matcher;
java.util.regex.Pattern;

16
17
18

import org.slf4j.Logger;
import org.slf4j.LoggerFactory;

19
20
21

import com.jayway.jsonpath.Configuration;
import com.jayway.jsonpath.JsonPath;

22
23

import seliger.research.tct.interfaces.Cleaner;

24
25

public class EntityCounterCleaner implements Cleaner {

26
27
28

Logger logger;
DirectoryStream<Path> inputFiles;
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29

Path outputDir;

30
31

public EntityCounterCleaner() {

32

logger = LoggerFactory.getLogger(this.getClass());

33
34
35

}

36
37
38

@Override
public void run(DirectoryStream<Path> inputFiles, Path outputDir) throws IOException {

39
40

for (Path p : inputFiles) {

41
42

Path outPath = Paths.get(outputDir.toString(), p.getFileName().toString());

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

String rawJson;
try {
rawJson = new String(Files.readAllBytes(p));
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("Failed to read file %s. %s\n", p.toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}

51
52
53

Object jsonDocument =
Configuration.defaultConfiguration().jsonProvider().parse(rawJson);

54
55
56

ArrayList<List<Map<String,Object>>> sentences =
JsonPath.read(jsonDocument, "$.sentences[*].entitymentions");

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

BufferedWriter out;
try {
out = Files.newBufferedWriter(outPath, StandardOpenOption.CREATE);
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error creating file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}

66
67
68
69

Map<String, Map<String,Integer>> wordcount =
new HashMap<String, Map<String,Integer>>();

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

for (List<Map<String, Object>> sentence : sentences) {
for (Map<String, Object> components: sentence) {
if (!wordcount.containsKey(components.get("ner"))) {
wordcount.put((String) components.get("ner"),
new HashMap<String, Integer>());
}
wordcount.get(components.get("ner")).merge(
components.get("text")
.toString().toLowerCase().trim(), 1, Integer::sum);
}
}

82
83
84
85

try {
for (String nerKey : wordcount.keySet()) {

73
for (String textKey : wordcount.get(nerKey).keySet()) {
out.write(nerKey + "\t" + textKey + "\t"
+ wordcount.get(nerKey).get(textKey) + "\n");
}

86
87
88
89

}
out.flush();
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error writing file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
try {
out.close();
} catch (IOException e1) {
logger.error(
"FATAL: Unrecoverable -- "
+ "Error closing file %s after write failure. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e1.toString());
System.exit(255);
}
continue;
}
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93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
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105
106

try {
out.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error closing file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}

107
108
109
110
111
112
113

}

114

}

115
116
117

}

Figure B.10. EntityCounterCleaner.java – Entity counter class
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package seliger.research.tct.cleaners;

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.IOException;
java.io.PrintWriter;
java.nio.file.DirectoryStream;
java.nio.file.Files;
java.nio.file.Path;
java.nio.file.Paths;
java.nio.file.StandardOpenOption;
java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.Properties;

13
14
15

import org.slf4j.Logger;
import org.slf4j.LoggerFactory;

16
17
18
19

import edu.stanford.nlp.pipeline.Annotation;
import edu.stanford.nlp.pipeline.StanfordCoreNLP;
import seliger.research.tct.interfaces.Cleaner;

20
21

public class RegexNamedEntityCleaner implements Cleaner {

74
22
23
24
25
26
27

Logger logger = LoggerFactory.getLogger(this.getClass());
Properties props = new Properties();
StanfordCoreNLP pipeline;
DirectoryStream<Path> inputFiles;
Path outputDir;

28
29
30
31

public RegexNamedEntityCleaner() {
this.init();
}

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

public RegexNamedEntityCleaner(ArrayList<String> params) {
if (!params.isEmpty()) {
logger.info("Adding regexner mappping file: %s.", params.get(0));
this.props.put("regexner.mapping", params.get(0));
// Customize SUTime rules
if (params.size() == 2) {
this.props.put("sutime.rules", params.get(1));
}
}
this.init();
}

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

private void init() {
this.props.put("customAnnotatorClass.sutime", "edu.stanford.nlp.time.TimeAnnotator");
this.props.put("annotators", "tokenize, ssplit, pos, lemma, ner, sutime,"
+ " regexner, entitymentions");
// Kludge to override certain labels...
this.props.put("regexner.backgroundSymbol", "O,MISC,TITLE,DEGREE,PERSON,ORGANIZATION");
this.props.put("regexner.ignorecase", "true");
this.pipeline = new StanfordCoreNLP(this.props);
}

54
55

public void run(DirectoryStream<Path> inputFiles, Path outputDir) {

56
57

for (Path p : inputFiles) {

58
59

Path outPath = Paths.get(outputDir.toString(), p.getFileName().toString());

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

String text;
try {
text = new String(Files.readAllBytes(p));
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("Failed to read file %s. %s\n", p.toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

BufferedWriter out;
try {
out = Files.newBufferedWriter(outPath, StandardOpenOption.CREATE);
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error creating file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}

77
78

// run all Annotators on this text

75
Annotation document = new Annotation(text);
pipeline.annotate(document);

79
80
81

try {
pipeline.jsonPrint(document, out);
out.flush();
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error writing file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
try {
out.close();
} catch (IOException e1) {
logger.error("FATAL: Unrecoverable -- "
+ "Error closing file %s after write failure. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e1.toString());
System.exit(255);
}
continue;
}
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try {
out.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error closing file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}
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}
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}
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}

Figure B.11. RegexNamedEntityCleaner.java – Extracts entities from raw text
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package seliger.research.tct.cleaners;

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.IOException;
java.nio.file.DirectoryStream;
java.nio.file.Files;
java.nio.file.Path;
java.nio.file.Paths;
java.nio.file.StandardOpenOption;
java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.HashMap;
java.util.List;
java.util.Map;
java.util.regex.Matcher;
java.util.regex.Pattern;

16
17
18

import org.slf4j.Logger;
import org.slf4j.LoggerFactory;

19
20
21
22

import com.jayway.jsonpath.Configuration;
import com.jayway.jsonpath.JsonPath;
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23

import seliger.research.tct.interfaces.Cleaner;

24
25

public class TokenCounterCleaner implements Cleaner {

26
27
28
29

Logger logger;
DirectoryStream<Path> inputFiles;
Path outputDir;

30
31

Pattern pat = Pattern.compile("\\p{Punct}");

32
33

public TokenCounterCleaner() {

34

logger = LoggerFactory.getLogger(this.getClass());

35
36
37

}

38
39
40

@Override
public void run(DirectoryStream<Path> inputFiles, Path outputDir) throws IOException {

41
42

for (Path p : inputFiles) {

43
44

Path outPath = Paths.get(outputDir.toString(), p.getFileName().toString());

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

String rawJson;
try {
rawJson = new String(Files.readAllBytes(p));
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("Failed to read file %s. %s\n", p.toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}

53
54
55

Object jsonDocument =
Configuration.defaultConfiguration().jsonProvider().parse(rawJson);

56
57
58

ArrayList<List<Map<String,Object>>> sentences =
JsonPath.read(jsonDocument, "$.sentences[*].tokens");

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

BufferedWriter out;
try {
out = Files.newBufferedWriter(outPath, StandardOpenOption.CREATE);
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error creating file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}

68
69
70
71

Map<String, Map<String,Integer>> wordcount =
new HashMap<String, Map<String,Integer>>();

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

for (List<Map<String, Object>> sentence : sentences) {
for (Map<String, Object> components: sentence) {
Matcher m = pat.matcher(components.get("pos").toString());
if (!m.find()) {
if (!wordcount.containsKey(components.get("ner"))) {
wordcount.put((String) components.get("ner"),
new HashMap<String, Integer>());

77
}
wordcount.get(
components.get("ner"))
.merge(components.get("lemma")
.toString()
.toLowerCase().trim(), 1, Integer::sum);

80
81
82
83
84
85

}

86

}

87

}

88
89
90

try {
for (String nerKey : wordcount.keySet()) {
for (String lemmaKey : wordcount.get(nerKey).keySet()) {
out.write(nerKey + "\t" + lemmaKey + "\t"
+ wordcount.get(nerKey).get(lemmaKey) + "\n");
}
}
out.flush();
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error writing file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
try {
out.close();
} catch (IOException e1) {
logger.error("FATAL: Unrecoverable -- "
+ " Error closing file %s after write failure. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e1.toString());
System.exit(255);
}
continue;
}
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try {
out.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error closing file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}
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}
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}
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}

Figure B.12. TokenCounterCleaner.java – Counts individual tokens (words)
1

package seliger.research.tct.cleaners;

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.IOException;
java.nio.file.DirectoryStream;
java.nio.file.Files;
java.nio.file.Path;
java.nio.file.Paths;
java.nio.file.StandardOpenOption;
java.util.ArrayList;
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import
import
import
import

java.util.HashMap;
java.util.Map;
java.util.Map.Entry;
java.util.stream.Collectors;

15
16
17

import org.slf4j.Logger;
import org.slf4j.LoggerFactory;

18
19

import seliger.research.tct.interfaces.Cleaner;

20
21

public class TokenCountSumCleaner {

22
23
24
25
26

static
static
static
static

Logger logger;
DirectoryStream<Path> inputFiles;
Path outputDir;
Map<String,Integer> wordcount = new HashMap<String,Integer>();

27
28

public TokenCountSumCleaner() {

29

logger = LoggerFactory.getLogger(this.getClass());

30
31
32

}

33
34

public static void main (String[] args) {

35

try (DirectoryStream<Path> stream = Files.newDirectoryStream(Paths.get(args[1]))) {
// The directory exist; don't do anything..
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error on Output directory. " + e.toString());
}

36
37
38
39
40
41

try (DirectoryStream<Path> stream = Files.newDirectoryStream(Paths.get(args[0]), "*")) {
run(stream, Paths.get(args[1]));
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error on Input directory. " + e.toString());
System.exit(1);
}

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

}

51
52

public static void run(DirectoryStream<Path> inputFiles, Path outputDir) throws IOException {

53
54
55

Path outPath = Paths.get(outputDir.toString(), "countsum.out");
BufferedWriter out = null;

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

try {
out = Files.newBufferedWriter(outPath, StandardOpenOption.CREATE);
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error creating file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
System.exit(254);
}

64
65
66
67

for (Path p : inputFiles) {
ArrayList<String> lines;
try {

79
lines = new ArrayList<String>(Files.readAllLines(p));
} catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
logger.error("Failed to read file %s. %s\n",
p.toString(), e.toString());
continue;
}

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

for (String line : lines) {
if (line.length() > 0) {
String fields[] = line.split("\t");
wordcount.merge(fields[0] + "\t" + fields[1],
Integer.valueOf(fields[2]), Integer::sum);
}
}

76
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79
80
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82
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}

84
85

Map<String, Integer> sortedwordcount =
wordcount.entrySet().stream()
.sorted(Entry.<String,Integer>comparingByValue().reversed())
.collect(Collectors.toMap(Entry::getKey, Entry::getValue,
(e1, e2) -> e1, HashMap::new));

86
87
88
89
90
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try {

92
93

for (String key : sortedwordcount.keySet()) {
out.write(key + "\t" + sortedwordcount.get(key) + "\n");
}

94
95
96
97

out.flush();
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error writing file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
try {
out.close();
} catch (IOException e1) {
logger.error("FATAL: Unrecoverable -- "
+ " Error closing file %s after write failure. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e1.toString());
System.exit(255);
}
System.exit(255);
}
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try {
out.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
logger.error("FATAL: Error closing file %s. %s\n",
outPath.getFileName().toString(), e.toString());
System.exit(255);
}
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}
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}

Figure B.13. TokenCountSumCleaner.java – Sums counts of tokens

80
B.4.2 Example Invocations of TextCleanupTools

B.4.2.1 Invoking RegexNamedEntityCleaner This utility is the frst step in the process of
cleansing raw data. It will look through all of the available raw output fles and convert
them into a JSON formatted fle that breaks out individual words (tokens) and phrases
(entities). It uses its own internal logic to sort out different sorts of entities, but also relies
on a set of dictionaries created using the words and phrases found in Appendix C.
Specially formatted fles exist that contain all of the dictionaries. It can be found at:
https://doi.org/10.4231/R76971TF.
Below is an example of how to invoke the RegexNamedEntityCleaner:
1

#!/bin/bash

2
3
4
5

#PBS -q standby -n
#PBS -l nodes=10:ppn=20,naccesspolicy=singleuser
#PBS -l walltime=5:00:00

6
7

module load openmpi

8
9

cd /research

10
11

nerfiles=$(find $(pwd)/ner/*.txt | awk '{ printf "%s%s",t,$1; t="," }')

12
13

export CLASSPATH=/apps/openmpi/lib/mpi.jar

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

mpiexec -n 100 -npernode 10 --hostfile ${PBS_NODEFILE} \
java -Xmx6g -Djava.library.path=/apps/openmpi-2.1.0/lib \
-cp /apps/openmpi/lib/mpi.jar:tctrunner.jar \
seliger.research.tct.TCTRunner \
seliger.research.tct.cleaners.RegexNamedEntityCleaner \
ds-data/raw ds-data/rnec 255 \
$nerfiles

Figure B.14. Shell code invoking RegexNamedEntityCleaner

B.4.2.2 Invoking EntityCounterCleaner The next step is to extract instances of phrases
(entities) out of the JSON data. This is accomplished with a second utility called
EntityCounterCleaner. This produces sets of tab delimited fles that include the following
felds: entity-type, phrase, count. For each posting or curriculum JSON fle, counts of
unique phrases and their related entity type (e.g. ORGANIZATION, PERSON,
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LOCATION, TECHDICT, etc.) will be defned. This fle is useful for initial inspections,
looking for mis-labeled items, or doing some initial statistics on individual postings.
1

#!/bin/bash

2
3
4
5

#PBS -q standby -n
#PBS -l nodes=10:ppn=20,naccesspolicy=singleuser
#PBS -l walltime=4:00:00

6
7

module load openmpi

8
9

export CLASSPATH=/apps/openmpi/lib/mpi.jar

10
11

cd /research

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

mpiexec -n 200 -npernode 20 --hostfile ${PBS_NODEFILE} \
java -Xmx3g -Djava.library.path=/apps/openmpi-2.1.0/lib \
-cp /apps/openmpi/lib/mpi.jar:tctrunner.jar \
seliger.research.tct.TCTRunner \
seliger.research.tct.cleaners.EntityCounterCleaner \
ds-data/rnec ds-data/entcount 255

Figure B.15. Shell code invoking EntityCounterCleaner

B.4.2.3 Invoking TokenCountSumCleaner to Count Entities Finally, it is necessary to
summarize all of the postings into a summarized count of phrases. This gives the holistic
count of phases against the entire dataset. The invocation of this tool is slightly different
since it needs to see all fles at the same time. It should be run from a single node and not
broken apart across multiple machines or invocations.
1
2
3

#!/bin/bash
module load openmpi
export CLASSPATH=/apps/openmpi/lib/mpi.jar

4
5

cd /research

6
7
8
9
10

java -Xmx3g -Djava.library.path=/apps/openmpi-2.1.0/lib \
-cp /apps/openmpi/lib/mpi.jar:tctrunner.jar \
seliger.research.tct.cleaners.TokenCountSumCleaner \
ds-data/entcount ds-data/ec

Figure B.16. Shell code invoking TokenCountSumCleaner

B.4.2.4 Other Utilities There are other utilities that perform the same functions as the
Entity Cleaners, but instead focus on individual words (tokens). The source has been
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included for those, but will be left as an exercise to the reader to determine how to execute
those programs. They are similar to the prior examples.

B.5 Shell Scripts to Format Data
Before plotting, one more transformation must occur. Even though we gave
CoreNLP a set of regular expression dictionaries to help classify text, the data extracted
from the raw corpuses contains a great deal of noise. In order to focus on the specifc
terms from the studies, glossaries, and the internally derived data set, it is necessary to
extract counts of those phrases out of the noisy data summaries. This can be accomplished
with a couple of simple scripts.

B.5.1 Extracting the Dictionaries
For simplicity’s sake, only the regular expression dictionaries are included in the
aforementioned repository site. The following script will extract those regular expressions
into plain text that can be fltered into the second script. Furthermore, this provides an
additional layer of fexibility as additional plain text dictionaries can be generated and
used at a later time.
1

#!/usr/bin/env bash

2
3
4
5
6
7

cd /research/dicts
for f in $(ls ../ner/*.txt); do
sed -r 's/.*\/(.*)\/.*/\L\1/' ${f} | \
sort > $(basename ${f})
done

Figure B.17. Script to convert regex dictionaries to plain text

B.5.2 Extracting Summary Data
Finally, we are now ready to extract summary data that will be used by R. The
following script takes two parameters and should be run from the “/research” directory.
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First, it takes an entity tag (e.g. TECTDICT) secondly it takes an input fle that has plain
text dictionary phrases (e.g. ../dicts/regexner-techdict.txt). The output of this script will
need to be piped to a fle. Subsequently that fle will need to be referenced in the relevant
R source fle as it will be loaded into a data frame for processing.
1

#!/usr/bin/env bash

2
3
4

dict=$1
infile=$2

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

while read t; do
echo -e "${t}\t${dict}\t$(cat ds-data/ec/countsum.out | \
awk -F "\t" '{print $2. "\t", $3}' | \
grep -i -E "${t}" | \
awk -F"\t" '{t+=$2}END{print t}')\t$(cat edu-data/ec/countsum.out | \
awk -F "\t" '{print $2. "\t", $3}' | \
grep -i -E "${t}" | \
awk -F"\t" '{t+=$2}END{print t}')"
done < ${infile}

Figure B.18. Script to extract fnal summary counts

B.6 R Scripts for Plots
1
2
3
4

library(gdata)
library(tidyr)
library(dplyr)
library(ggplot2)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

control_set <- read.table("/home/seliger/research/control_set.tsv",
header = FALSE, sep = "\t", quote = "",
col.names = c("phrase", "entity",
"dscount", "educount"),
colClasses = c("factor", "factor",
"numeric", "numeric"),
skip = 1)

13
14
15
16
17

control_set$dspct <- control_set$dscount / sum(control_set$dscount) * 100
control_set$edupct <- control_set$educount / sum(control_set$educount) * 100
control_set$delta <- control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct
control_set$absdelta <- abs(control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct)

18
19
20
21

#################################################################
# Traditional dual bar showing edupct and dspct positive
control_set <- control_set[order(-control_set$absdelta),]

22
23
24
25
26

tbl2 <- gather(control_set, counttype, count,
dspct, edupct,
factor_key = TRUE)
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27

tbl2$phrase <- reorder.factor(tbl2$phrase, new.order=control_set$phrase)

28
29
30

tbl2 <- tbl2 %>%
arrange(phrase)

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

plot <- ggplot(data=head(tbl2,50),
aes(
x=reorder(phrase,absdelta),
y=count,
fill=counttype,
width=0.7
)
) +
geom_bar(
stat="identity",
color="black",
position=position_dodge()
) +
theme_minimal() +
scale_fill_manual(
values = c("#999999", "#e69f00"),
labels=c(
"DS Position Postings",
"DS Curricula"
)
) +
labs(
y="Count Proportion",
x="KSA Phrases - Radovilksy and Tang",
fill = "Dataset"
) +
coord_flip()
print(plot)
ggsave(filename="/home/seliger/dev/thesis/images/ch4-ksa_radotang-bar-01.png",
plot=plot,width=8.45, height=5.08, dpi=300, units = "in")
write.table(control_set, "/home/seliger/research/radotang_OUT.tsv", sep="\t")

Figure B.19. graph edu-ds data.R – Plots the Radovilsky and Tang Studies
1
2
3
4

library(gdata)
library(tidyr)
library(dplyr)
library(ggplot2)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

control_set <- read.table("/home/seliger/research/eduword_set.tsv",
header = FALSE, sep = "\t", quote = "",
col.names = c("phrase", "entity",
"dscount", "educount"),
colClasses = c("factor", "factor",
"numeric", "numeric"),
skip = 1)

13
14

control_set[is.na(control_set)] <- 0

15
16

control_set$dspct <- control_set$dscount / sum(control_set$dscount) * 100
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17
18
19

control_set$edupct <- control_set$educount / sum(control_set$educount) * 100
control_set$delta <- control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct
control_set$absdelta <- abs(control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct)

20
21
22
23

#################################################################
# Traditional dual bar showing edupct and dspct positive
control_set <- control_set[order(-control_set$absdelta),]

24
25
26
27

tbl2 <- gather(control_set, counttype, count,
dspct, edupct,
factor_key = TRUE)

28
29

tbl2$phrase <- reorder.factor(tbl2$phrase, new.order=control_set$phrase)

30
31
32

tbl2 <- tbl2 %>%
arrange(phrase)

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

plot <- ggplot(data=head(tbl2,50),
aes(
x=reorder(phrase,absdelta),
y=count,
fill=counttype,
width=0.7
)
) +
geom_bar(
stat="identity",
color="black",
position=position_dodge()
) +
theme_minimal() +
scale_fill_manual(
values = c("#999999", "#e69f00"),
labels=c(
"DS Position Postings",
"DS Curricula"
)
) +
labs(
y="Count Proportion",
x="KSA Phrases - Harvard DS Description",
fill = "Dataset"
) +
coord_flip()
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63
64
65
66

print(plot)
ggsave(filename="/home/seliger/dev/thesis/images/ch4-ksa_eduword-bar-01.png",
plot=plot, width=8.45, height=5.08, dpi=300, units = "in")
write.table(control_set, "/home/seliger/research/eduword_OUT.tsv", sep="\t")

Figure B.20. graph ksa eduwords.R – Plots the Harvard DS Phrases
1
2

library(gdata)
library(tidyr)
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3
4

library(dplyr)
library(ggplot2)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

control_set <- read.table("/home/seliger/research/googdict_set.tsv",
header = FALSE, sep = "\t", quote = "",
col.names = c("phrase", "entity",
"dscount", "educount"),
colClasses = c("factor", "factor",
"numeric", "numeric"),
skip = 1)

13
14

control_set[is.na(control_set)] <- 0

15
16
17
18
19

control_set$dspct <- control_set$dscount / sum(control_set$dscount) * 100
control_set$edupct <- control_set$educount / sum(control_set$educount) * 100
control_set$delta <- control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct
control_set$absdelta <- abs(control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct)

20
21
22

#################################################################
# Traditional dual bar showing edupct and dspct positive

23
24

control_set <- control_set[order(-control_set$absdelta),]

25
26
27
28

tbl2 <- gather(control_set, counttype, count,
dspct, edupct,
factor_key = TRUE)

29
30

tbl2$phrase <- reorder.factor(tbl2$phrase, new.order=control_set$phrase)

31
32
33

tbl2 <- tbl2 %>%
arrange(phrase)

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

plot <- ggplot(data=head(tbl2,50),
aes(
x=reorder(phrase,absdelta),
#x=phrase,
y=count,
fill=counttype,
width=0.7
)
) +
geom_bar(
stat="identity",
color="black",
position=position_dodge()
) +
theme_minimal() +
scale_fill_manual(
values = c("#999999", "#e69f00"),
labels=c(
"DS Position Postings",
"DS Curricula"
)
) +
labs(
y="Count Proportion",
x="KSA Phrases - Google Machine Learning Glossary",
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62

fill = "Dataset"
) +
coord_flip()

63
64
65
66
67

print(plot)
ggsave(filename="/home/seliger/dev/thesis/images/ch4-ksa_googdict-bar-01.png",
plot=plot, width=8.45, height=5.08, dpi=300, units = "in")
write.table(control_set, "/home/seliger/research/googdict_OUT.tsv", sep="\t")

Figure B.21. graph ksa googdict.R – Plots the Google ML Glossary
1
2
3
4

library(gdata)
library(tidyr)
library(dplyr)
library(ggplot2)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

control_set <- read.table("/home/seliger/research/radocloud_set.tsv",
header = FALSE, sep = "\t", quote = "",
col.names = c("phrase", "entity",
"dscount", "educount"),
colClasses = c("factor", "factor",
"numeric", "numeric"),
skip = 1)

13
14

control_set[is.na(control_set)] <- 0

15
16
17
18
19

control_set$dspct <- control_set$dscount / sum(control_set$dscount) * 100
control_set$edupct <- control_set$educount / sum(control_set$educount) * 100
control_set$delta <- control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct
control_set$absdelta <- abs(control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct)

20
21
22
23

#################################################################
# Traditional dual bar showing edupct and dspct positive
control_set <- control_set[order(-control_set$absdelta),]

24
25
26
27

tbl2 <- gather(control_set, counttype, count,
dspct, edupct,
factor_key = TRUE)

28
29

tbl2$phrase <- reorder.factor(tbl2$phrase, new.order=control_set$phrase)

30
31
32

tbl2 <- tbl2 %>%
arrange(phrase)

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

plot <- ggplot(data=head(tbl2,50),
aes(
x=reorder(phrase,absdelta),
y=count,
fill=counttype,
width=0.7
)
) +
geom_bar(
stat="identity",
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45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

color="black",
position=position_dodge()
) +
theme_minimal() +
scale_fill_manual(
values = c("#999999", "#e69f00"),
labels=c(
"DS Position Postings",
"DS Curricula"
)
) +
labs(
y="Count Proportion",
x="KSA Phrases - Radovilsky Study",
fill = "Dataset"
) +
coord_flip()

62
63
64
65
66

print(plot)
ggsave(filename="/home/seliger/dev/thesis/images/ch4-ksa_radocloud-bar-01.png",
plot=plot, width=8.45, height=5.08, dpi=300, units = "in")
write.table(control_set, "/home/seliger/research/radocloud_OUT.tsv", sep="\t")

Figure B.22. graph ksa radocloud.R – Plots the Radovilsky Study
1
2
3
4

library(gdata)
library(tidyr)
library(dplyr)
library(ggplot2)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

control_set <- read.table("/home/seliger/research/tang_set.tsv",
header = FALSE, sep = "\t", quote = "",
col.names = c("phrase", "entity",
"dscount", "educount"),
colClasses = c("factor", "factor",
"numeric", "numeric"),
skip = 1)

13
14

control_set[is.na(control_set)] <- 0

15
16
17
18
19

control_set$dspct <- control_set$dscount / sum(control_set$dscount) * 100
control_set$edupct <- control_set$educount / sum(control_set$educount) * 100
control_set$delta <- control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct
control_set$absdelta <- abs(control_set$dspct - control_set$edupct)

20
21
22
23

#################################################################
# Traditional dual bar showing edupct and dspct positive
control_set <- control_set[order(-control_set$absdelta),]

24
25
26
27

tbl2 <- gather(control_set, counttype, count,
dspct, edupct,
factor_key = TRUE)

28
29
30

tbl2$phrase <- reorder.factor(tbl2$phrase, new.order=control_set$phrase)
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31
32

tbl2 <- tbl2 %>%
arrange(phrase)

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

plot <- ggplot(data=head(tbl2,50),
aes(
x=reorder(phrase,absdelta),
y=count,
fill=counttype,
width=0.7
)
) +
geom_bar(
stat="identity",
color="black",
position=position_dodge()
) +
theme_minimal() +
scale_fill_manual(
values = c("#999999", "#e69f00"),
labels=c(
"DS Position Postings",
"DS Curricula"
)
) +
labs(
y="Count Proportion",
x="KSA Phrases - Tang Study",
fill = "Dataset"
) +
coord_flip()

62
63
64
65
66

print(plot)
ggsave(filename="/home/seliger/dev/thesis/images/ch4-ksa_tang-bar-01.png",
plot=plot, width=8.45, height=5.08, dpi=300, units = "in")
write.table(control_set, "/home/seliger/research/tang_OUT.tsv", sep="\t")

Figure B.23. graph ksa tang.R – Plots the Tang Study
1
2
3
4

cat("Step 1 - Loading libaries...\n")
library(easyGgplot2)
library(dplyr)
library(tidyr)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

cat("Step 2 - Reading Raw data...\n")
yrexp_degrees <- read.table("/home/seliger/research/yrexp-degrees.tsv",
header = FALSE, sep = "\t", quote = "",
col.names = c("uuid", "explabel", "minyears",
"bachelor", "master", "phd"),
colClasses = c("factor", "character", "integer",
"integer", "integer", "integer"),
skip = 1)

15
16

foo <- yrexp_degrees %>%
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17
18
19
20

group_by(minyears) %>%
summarize(bachelor = sum(bachelor),
master = sum(master),
phd = sum(phd))

21
22

foo2 <- as.data.frame(gather(foo, degree, count, `bachelor`:`phd`))

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

plot <- foo2 %>%
ggplot(aes(minyears, count, shape=degree, color=degree)) +
scale_size(guide="none") +
geom_point(
aes(
minyears, count, shape=degree, color=degree, size=1
)
) +
labs(x="Minimum Years of Experience",
y="Number of Job Postings",
color="Degree Requirement",
shape="Degree Requirement") +
geom_smooth(
method='loess',
se=FALSE,
show.legend=FALSE
) +
guides(color = guide_legend(override.aes = list(size=4)))

43
44
45
46

#print(plot)
ggsave(filename="/home/seliger/dev/thesis/images/ch4-yrexpdeg-scatter-01.png",
plot=plot, width=8.45, height=5.08, dpi=300, units = "in")

Figure B.24. graph yrexp-degree.R - Plots Years Experience vs. Degree Requirements
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APPENDIX C. DATASETS

C.1 Search Phrases from Prior Published Studies

Table C.1. Phrases from the Radovilsky et al. (2018) Study
a/b testing
algorithms
analysis
analytical
analytical tools
apache
aws
bayesian
big data
business
collaborate
computational
data processing
deep learning
development
environment
excellent communication
fast paced
frameworks
hadoop
industry experience
java
machine learning
methods
modelling
models
naive bayes
natural language
non technical
optimization
power point
problem solving
programming
programming language programming languages
projects
python
research
results
scala
scikit learn
score
solving skills
spark
spl experience
sql
sql experience
statistical modeling
statistics
tableau
technical
techniques
technologies
tools
verbal communication

Table C.2. Phrases from the Tang and Sae-Lim (2016) Study
analyst
analytic
analyz
big-data
business
communicat
computer science
data
data science
data-analytics data-mining
design
develop
engineering
experience
feld
industr
information
knowing
model
organization
profession
program
project
research
science
skill
statistic
tools
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C.2 Search Phrases from External Sources

Table C.3. Phrases from the Havard DSI Description
application domains collaborative problem solving
communication
computational science
data acquisition
data analysis
ethical issues
ethics
machine learning
massive data sets
optimization
problem solving
problem-solving
reproducible data analysis
security
statistical methodology
statistical modeling
visualization

Table C.4.: Phrases from the Google ML Glossary
accuracy
adagrad
auc
backpropagation
batch
bias
binning

activation function
area under the roc curve
automation bias
baseline
batch size
binary classifcation
b testing

bucketing

calibration layer

candidate sampling

categorical data

centroid
class
classifcation threshold
clustering
confrmation bias
continuous feature
convex function
convex set
convolutional flter

checkpoint
classifcation model
class-imbalanced data set
collaborative fltering
confusion matrix
convergence
convex optimization
convolution
convolutional layer
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convolutional neural network
cost

convolutional operation
coverage bias

cross-entropy

custom estimator

data analysis

dataframe

data set

dataset api

decision boundary

deep model

dense feature

dense layer

device

discrete feature

dropout regularization

dynamic model

early stopping

embeddings

empirical risk minimization

ensemble

epoch

estimator

experimenter’s bias
false positive
feature
feature cross

false negative
false positive rate
feature column
feature engineering

feature set

feature spec

few-shot learning

full softmax

fully connected layer
generalized linear model
gradient clipping
graph

generalization
gradient
gradient descent
group attribution bias

heuristic

hidden layer

hinge loss

holdout data

hyperparameter
implicit bias
inference
input function
instance
inter-rater agreement

hyperplane
independently and identically distributed
in-group bias
input layer
interpretability
iteration
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keras
k-means

kernel support vector machines
k-median

l1 loss

l1 regularization

l2 loss

l2 regularization

label

labeled example

lambda
layers api
least squares regression
logistic regression
log loss
loss
mean squared error
metrics api
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent
model
model training
multi-class classifcation
nan trap
neural network
node
normalization
numpy
offine inference

layer
learning rate
linear regression
logits
log-odds
machine learning
metric
mini-batch
ml
model function
momentum
multinomial classifcation
negative class
neuron
non-response bias
numerical data
objective
one-hot encoding

one-shot learning

one-vs-̇all

online inference

operation

optimizer
outliers

out-group homogeneity bias
output layer

overftting

pandas

parameter

parameter server

parameter update

partial derivative
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participation bias
performance
pipeline
positive class
prediction
premade estimator
prior belief

partitioning strategy
perplexity
pooling
precision
prediction bias
pre-trained model
proxy labels

queue

rank

rater

recall

receiver operating characteristic
rectifed linear unit

receiver operating characteristic curve
regression model

regularization

regularization rate

reporting bias

representation

roc

root directory

root mean squared error
sampling bias
saver
scikit-learn
semi-supervised learning
sigmoid function
softmax
sparse representation
spatial pooling
squared loss
stationarity
step size
stride
subsampling
supervised machine learning
target

rotational invariance
savedmodel
scaling
selection bias
sequence model
size invariance
sparse feature
sparsity
squared hinge loss
static model
step
stochastic gradient descent
structural risk minimization
summary
synthetic feature
temporal data
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tensor

tensorboard

tensorfow

tensorfow playground

tensorfow serving

tensor processing unit

tensor rank

tensor shape

tensor size

test set

tfėxample

time series analysis

training

training set

transfer learning

translational invariance

true negative

true positive

true positive rate

unlabeled example

unsupervised machine learning

validation set

weight

wide model

C.3 Search Phrases Created by This Study

Table C.5.: Internally Derived Technology Dictionary
analysis service
analytical mechanics

analysis services
analytics

analytics and

analytics architects

analytics area

analytics build

analytics business
analytics data
analytics engineering
analytics feature

analytics center
analytics data science
analytic services
analytics for

analytics lab

analytics management

analytics managers

analytics organization

analytics platform

analytics practice

analytics products

analytics pros
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analytics research
analytics team
analytic tools

analytics solutions
analytics vision
aws

aws ai

aws amazon

aws big

aws central

aws data

aws element

aws environment

aws kinesis

aws lambda

aws marketing data

aws partners

aws premier

aws professional
aws redshift
azure
bi presentation
bi reportingdesired
bi tools
c++
cassandra
continuous integration
cortana intelligence
data acquisition
data analysis
data architecture
database concepts
database development
databricks
databricks spark
data clinic
data engineering

aws proserve
aws worldwide
bayes
bi reporting
birt
c
cassandra
continuous decision
cortana analytics
data
data advanced analytics
data analytics
database administration
database design
databases
databricks analytics
data center
data enablement
data engineers

data factory

data foundation

data governance

data innovation
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data integration

data intelligence

data interpretation

data lake

data management

data mart

datamart

data marts

data mining

data offce

data operations
data platform
data science

data ops
data reporting
data science as a service

data sciences

data scientist

data scientists

data security

data services

data solutions

data storage

data strategy

data structures
data verifcation
dataviz

data transformation
data visualization
data warehouse

data warehousing

dba

dbms

dbs

ddi

ddl

digital advertising
digital center
digital commercial
digital currency

digital analytics
digital channel
digital commons
digital data

digital engineering

digital enterprises

digital experience

digital industrial

digital innovation

digital intelligence

digital knowledge

digital labor

digital marketing
digital media

digital markets
digital merchandising

digital performance

digital platform

digital product

digital products
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digital publishing
digital solutions
digital transaction
django
elasticsearch
gephi
google adwords
google capital

digital river
digital technology
digital transformation
dplyr
fow
ggplot2
google analytics
google cloud

google consumer

google data

google dataprep

google dcm

google docs

google earth

google engineering

google forms

google gcp

google home

google search

google slides

google technical
google voice
gpa
gpbr analytics
gpu computing
gradient boosting

google ventures
gotomypc
gpa lockheed
gpu
gracenote
graph analysis

hadoop

hadoop

hadoop

hadoop data

hadoop ecosystem

hadoop environment

hadoop linux

hadoop scala

hive

hortonworks

ibm cognos
ibm spss
ibm watson
informatica bdm
informatica power

ibm doc
ibm unica
informatica
informatica mdm
informatics
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information science
infrastructure data

infrastructure analytics
java

java

jenkins

jira

jira management

jira reporting

jira travel

jjsc

jmp

jmp

kafka

linux
lua
machine learning
market data

logical reasoning thinking
machine intelligence
machine learning artifcial
marketing

marketing analytics

marketing and

marketing communications

marketing data

marketing department
marketing sciences

marketing research
market logic

markov

markov chain

markov chains

markov logic

markov models
matplotlib
microsoft azure
microsoft corporation
microsoft dynamics
microsoft excel
microsoft power

matlab
microsoft
microsoft cognitive
microsoft digital
microsoft enterprise
microsoft offce
microsoft ppt

microsoft products

microsoft research

microsoft services

microsoft sql

microsoft us

microsoft vba

mlib
mongo
msa

mode analytics
mpi
ms access
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ms excel
msft

ms exchange
ms integration

ms offce

ms power

ms visual

mulesoft

mvc

mysql

natural language

navigation data

neural analytics

neural analytics

neural network

neural networks

nlp

nlp ml data

nltk

nosql

numpy
object oriented
olap technologies
operations
operations and
operations research
oracle
oracle corporation
pandas
partner analytics
partner engineering
peoplesoft
performing ab

numpy
olap
oozie
operations analytics
operations management
operations researchers
oracle business
oracle data
parallel processing
partner development
pentaho pdi
performance analytics
performs data

perform statistical

perl

php

pig

pig familiarity

pki

platform technology

plm

pma

pmo

pmp

postgres

power apps

power bi
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power pivot
powershell
predictive analytics
principal components

power shell
predictive analysis
principal component
principal data

principal doe

principal logistics

principal machine

principal research

project management
python
qualifcations advanced
qualifcations required
quality health

prototyping analytical
python data
qualifcations machine
quality assurance
quantitative analysis

quantitative economics

quantitative fnance

quantitative psychology

quantitative research

quintiles

r

rapid miner

rdbms

r d statistics

react js

red shift

redshift

redshift docker
referential integrity
relational data
reporting services
represent data
republic property
research
research data
research informatics

redshift reporting
reinforcement learning
reporting service
represent biostatistics
represent enterprise
required education
research business
research development
research institute

research now

research practices

research science

research scientist

research team

research triangle

retail solutions

reuters
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revenue forecasting

revenue management

rfa

rfm

rfp

rhel linux

r machine
robotics
robotics data
r shiny
ruby
sap

robotic controls
robotics automation
rpc
r studio
ruby
sap business

sap data

sap ecc

sap hana

sapient

sap leonardo
sap predictive
sas
sas analytics
sas consulting
sas di

sap lumira
sas
sas alliance
sa sanof
sas data
sas eg

sas em

sas enterprise

sas jmp

sas microsoft

sas project
sas va
sca
scala
scala solid
sci
scientifc computing
scientifc method
scikit learn

sas spss
sas visual
scala
scala company
scala sql
scientifc account
scientifc data
scientifc modelers
scipy

scrum development

sdc

sde ratios

sdk
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sdlc
security
security intelligence
seo
sharepoint development
shell scripting

search team
security clearance
sentient energy
sharepoint administration
shell
shell technology

siamese networks

sigma

signal processing

signifcance testing

similarity analysis
snowfake
soc
social media

simulink
soa
social capital
social recognition

social science

social sciences

social security

software development

software engineering
spark
spdr
speech recognition
splunk machine

software engineers
spatial
specifc learning
splunk
spss

spss company

spss esri

spss microsoft

sqoop

ssrs
standard healthcare

standard deviational
stanford nlp

stata

stata demonstrated

stata programming

statistical analysis

statistical genetics

statistical machine

statistical nlp
statistics computer
statistics epidemiology
stratacache

statistics
statistics data engineering
stochastic modeling
strategic analytics
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strategic data
strategic intelligence
stream analytics
strong data
supply chain
support fnance
survival analysis
swoop index
systems engineering
systems neuroscience
tableau community
tableau treasure

strategic fnance
strategy analytics
strong business
strong inter offce
support data
support vector
swift
systems biology
systems intelligence
tableau
tableau development
t cell

team

team foundation

tech

tech associate

tech council
technology

technical program
technology consulting

technology partners

technology services

technology solutions

technology strategy

tensor
tensor fow
teradata
teradata sql

tensorfow
tensorfow data
teradata knowledge
teradata studio

test driven development

testing data

text analytics

text mining

tidyr
time management

tiger analytics
time series

time series analysis

time series analytics

transaction risk

transformation team

transformative it

triple rdf stores rrb

twitch api

twitter data
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two sigma

uddi

ui engineering

uml

unicode
unix
vba
vision
visual data
voice assistants
vulnerability management
dbms

unifed analytics
unmanned systems
vector machines
visual analytics
visual studio
voice biometrics
warehouse management
web analytics

within research

wms

wmx

work

workers compensation
workforce solutions

workforce analytics
workforce staffng

workhuman research

working mother

workplace analytics

world economic

world fuel
wsdl
sql

worldwide information
wsi

